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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
FROM THE HUS'J.'l N tll:S OOUBT OF TUE CITY OF RICH.MONO. 
RULE 14. 
~5. l\ ul\rnER 0 1o· Co!'rns ·1·0 BI~ F 1LED A N D D1::L1n;RJm 'l'o 01'.POS-
rnu Co uNsBL. Tweuty tovies of eal'h brief slia ll be fi led with 
the clerk of tlie court, aud a t least two copies mailed or du· 
live red to opposing counsel on or befol'e the day on which the 
ief is fi led. 
~6. S1zE A~D T YPE. Briefs shall be ni ne inches in leng th nn<l 
s ix inches in width, so as to confo rm in dimensions to t lie 
printed record, aud shall be printed in type not less in size, 
as to l1eight aud width, than the t ype in which the record is 
pr inted. r.rhe r ecord nmnhe r of the case nnd names of couu-
sel slJall be pr inted on the front cove r of a ll bri efs. 
J\f. B. ,v ATrrs, CJ,irk. 
Court opens at 9 :30 a m. ; Adjourns at 1 :00 p. m. 
RULE 14-BRIEFS 
1. Form and contents of appellant's !.,rid. ·r he Opf"11i:1p.- brief of !he :ippt 11,,nl ~or 
tbc p1.1i1ion tor apr,cal \\i en .l(~O['t<'d l.:S , :1c 01, t·n111g brid) , l,, .:1 c·o11tain: 
(a) ,\ ,uhjcct inricx and wiJ lc t•l citation~ wilh C.i,f'~ a lphal,cucaiiy a rranged. 
Cita t ions of Vir~inia cases 1:rnst n •frr to Cle V1rgm:a R~port~ and. in additio n, m ay 
refer to other reports <"Onlaining sul'l1 Cati t'S. 
(b) A hrid s1al\'111<'11t oi the 111aH·r ial p rocccdi11gs in lhe lower court, the errors 
a s sig u ·d, ;111<1 t h~ •1111:stions in\·olverl iu the appea l. 
(c) :\ clear and conct'"! i:.: a , m cnt o i the fact!,, w ith ,·dercnres to the pases o f 
the n •1.ord where t l"f<' is any po,~;hility u1at thl' other side may quc.;tion the statl'-
mtnl. \\ iH' r c the· fac• c 2 ,e conlro\·e rted it shou ld be so s t.1tcd . 
(d) 1\rg um ent in ;;11•ir,or t of the position oi app<'llaut. 
'l'h~ bnci ,hall he ~iF,; ncd ily a t le.1s t c,ne attot'ncy pranicing in t hi ~ cour l, ri vi 11 ~ 
!t i~ a,l,J n •,~. 
T he appclh:tl m,1y arlopt the pctit inn fo r appeal as h is opeuin~ hr id hy so s l:i ti11•! 
in l hc pt ti t ion . or hy 1,;iv111g l(> Cill>O~in~ cou11•d wri1 len n" ticc o f such inten:iu ,1 
\\ i•h;11 11 vt days ,)i t ' 1e rr,, ;pt by :ipp<'llnnt oi t h e pr:,,, l d record. :rnd by !ihng- ;;. 
copy ,..r .,,,c h not ice v1ith ti c ch.rk o f 'h,' court. :t\o all< ~..,d crr, ,r 11 ,n .,;Jtcifi ed i'l th~ 
01,rninrr brid or p <1i;1011 fo r , 0 :11 ·1' ~1'.1ll be adm11ted a$ a g rutn <l ior argrnncnt by 
appc lla1,t 011 th e lie.1r:llff o i the cau•·,C. 
2. F orm an d contents of ap pellec's brief. T he hricf ior the apprll ce Fh;dl cont ain : 
(a) A wbjcct u1<lu: a nd tab ll' o f ciwti(lns w ilh ca~c, alpltabt• tica lly arra11!{<'d, 
Citation, of \'iri611ia ..:r.,es m ust refor to the \ 'irg inia Reports ;111cl, in addi tion, 11rny 
rei~r tn ni l.er r eports , 011tui1.•11g ~u, h ra , ..:,. 
, •, l .\ ,rattc,m::n t nf · lw case ,l'l<l Iii the p oints i'IY,,l·: •· fl, i f th e a11pt llce d;··,,l'r c~~ 
w,•li ti e ,l,lt<:Mf ll t o i ,m•wn ,'lt. 
1c) A s •.11<mc:1t ,,i ti,e i.,c:, which :\re n eccs~~r~· to corn :ct or am'.1lify the ~:atr -
ll! ('n t in :1p:H"l.mtt's br id in ~C' far :is it ,,. tlcemed crron('ou,; o r in:,dc•1uatc, w11h aj> • 
p ropri,1tc rd..:rc11c\: lo th e pag e: , ,,f I '11: recor d. 
(,; ) i\ r,ec un1tPl io suppo rt o f th · l'l' .it ion of ap p,·l lt:,! . 
The hricl ,h,tll Lt:: sig Ped by :11 ltast one attorn ey practicing in r.ltis cour t, gil'in~ 
h i,, :idtl rv s. 
3. R eply brief. 'The rrr,ly hri::f i if ·my) 0 f the api ell.in t sh.J I cn·1h; 11 all t l•e :111 -
thor itic ~ rd ie,J (ln hr hi.u. no: rden ed tf) in h", pd itit n ,,r opl':i i11g b rief. h utLcr 
rt:~pcet i1 ~!·all cr11forrn tu t h e r 1.: '!t1irerne11 b ior 1p:,1.:ll ee 's brie f. 
4. Time of filing . (, l Ci,•i{ c,1.<i'f. T he op c11 :11 g hr i1·f ,)f th<' :ipp ,:lln1tt (i i d1 cr,! 1,c 
one in :idd itiun to th1• p,. •i tion for app,·;ilJ slrnll be hk <I in the cle rk's nflice wit ;,,11 
i1it( <' ll days :iftu th•· 1c1.:s:1p t by C'oun~cl for ::i pp, llaut d t!ie (Hlll t< ,J r l'cord, hu t 111 11 0 
C\'('•1t 1,·ss tl,1n tl ,i rtv d,n~ l.w:or,· t1w li r ;.1 ,':iy "f rh c· s ... ,~ion a t \I hich the c,.,,, 
i, t,• bt• hr:i rd. The hric l ,. f th(: a'1pd'1 c· ,hal l lie· fi il-t; Ill t' ic cl, rk 's .:, f-i<' o: n ot l:1tt· r 
111.,1, :; i1c(·n day,, :.r,cl ti l' r ~~Jly b11d o ' th· ;, ppc•J! .nt 101 later : l• .. 11 , uc da , , I,, fo r.: 
t ' 1c 11 • , 1 da1· of th1~ ~ l - , ,,n at whkh 1 ·1.; c:, ~e is to ht· he:ir<l. · 
( h'> Crfmi,wl Case.r In l:.i111 i11al ,:hL~ hr i<.'is 11111, t h<' filed wi:hin t!w ;;me;:~,,·, ifi,·<l 
i11 cil'il c1:-t",: fH'<.widt·d. hrrn·r\'<'r, that in t hos<! c:1s1·s 111 whic h Lia · rcc,.•rds h:i• ·t- nnt 
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o f th ,. 11, xt , essio·1 oi t lr· cr1 •:r1 ,-urh < ,, ·• ~h:i ll he plncecl :11 1f, r; foot ,, i '.hi' do e: ct 
for !,:ii ,c , ion of :he cour t. ,11 ,l b~ C,,:.11'10•1·.· ,•al th' h~;d <hall be fik I 2,, k .. 'l i n 1 
, .,y- prior tP th, , -11lin ,r .f tl•c c, .sc, :iud rite rtpl~ hri, r ftir the pl·,;11t iff in enc,r not 
fa: ,,_, r ·l•:,n t :re rhi.· h,· forc fre c:,se i , c i'kd. 
( ,· ) .:>l'f',•/1111,m r•j , 11m1sd as ltJ }U!l1(}. Coun ,e l fo r oppo-in~ parties m:i.,· Ii i~ \\' ith 
tl. c <"! e r k a \\'n,•1:1 £tinul:t: ion c!ian c:inv ; 1.e t ime fnr 1:li,11! hnd ~ i11 :1n \· ·c:i.,t•; p ro-
, ·i,ktl, li nwcv•'r, t h;H :ill htid5 rn11- t h1.:. 11 lcu not lat ,•r Lk \ll t 11c da )' 1,dor e s11eh r a~e 
i~ to l1t• heart! , 
s. N umlJcr of copic:. to be fi led and delivered to opposing cou n s..:I. Twcn•,• r o pi•·s 
l'f t ac' 1 !, rid ..,Ju 1l h• fil t rJ w ith th e ch:r l.. ,,i 111.::. cr,nr t. rid .1t h-:i , t tw1) CO(HC• 111. , 'I , d 
or ti<'l'vnt'il •,, onpo· u:<?: rni:w<'i on c,r l,(· •o!·e t1h' •i.1,· "' ll wh:d1 the bn, f i~ fil ed 
6 . Size and T ype. P.ritcf, s111 l l lh "liuc ind,c<1 1r- lt· ·1i;1I, r, :- tf ,ix ir c '1<, m ,\,( t ll , 5,, 
a , to conic."rm in <liml 11,1n1, , •o th e n · •f1 ' l'd ru:ord, a Pc! , ha ll bf' p r ·n• e r! i11 •vr:,e 11,;i J,·ss 
in ~iz.t:. 1 ~ lt' h ei((h' and w:d th . ::1? 11 the type· in whic b tie record i~ pdnt ,·d. T h ··· 
re, ,1w,I 1111111 h,: r oi tl rt ca~e a nd 11:mws o f counsel sh·ill h r.· 1•ri11tr·d 0 11 th,· front ,., ,;n ~·f 
:i ll 1, rid •s. 
7. Non-compliance, effect of. Th· d rk of :',,s ,·ourt is ,!i·rctl(J r:ot 10 r rr• h e Pr 
f,l e a l, r if'i Which fajf, ! Q C'~"1lp})' \ \ ' • 1h !;1r f('Ci lJ'l'Ulll Jt (c r, [ ~h i.. ~Ill•·. Ti n e i• :!(•• 1q1· 
J , •• f ll'll a nre>f·l'f L:•.,, f f ~1,· f '1 U ·· t' \', ill ' ll' 1Ji" b,.:ird, lf (111<' of t i•<' p11·•: ,., Li.l , . ... •i i,· 
ti prnp · r I .;d [ ,. c,ll'l'r.t heh ':'I f I. _h :.,t t he case w ' l l ln, h ear<! •·.r ,~'lr tc q " ' "l tl. r :t l'"II· 
m cnt o f the party by \\'hom th,,; bri, 1 h:i~ bc,:n fil e<!. 
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Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND 
Record No. 3575 
DAVID RANDOLPH, Plaintiff in Error, • I 
verstis 
COMMONvVEALTH OF VIRGINIA, Defendant in Error. 
PETITION. 
---·---
ro the Honorable Chief Justicu mid Associate .Just·ices of the· 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia: 
.• I 
. Your petitioner, David Ra11dolph, h~reinafter 1·ef et·red to 
as Defendant, respectfully represents that he is agg·rieved 
by a final judgment entered against him on.November 10, 1948, 
hy the Husting·s Court of the City of Richmond, Virginia., 
finding him guilty of murder in the second degree. and fixing . 
his punishment at ten (10) years imprisonme11t in the St~te 
Penitentiary. 
The entire transcript of the record is filed herewith. ' 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE. 
David Randolph was arrested and charged with the killing 
,f Richard Manuel ·wood on the 7th day of .June, H>48, and 
was indicted for murder in the Husth1gs Court of the City of · 
Richmond, Virginia, and on the same day was_ committed by 
the said Court to the Central State Hospital of Potersbutg·, 
Virginia, for observation. . · 
·, 
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He was tried in the Hustings Court of the· City of RicI1-
mond on September 23, 1948, . and found g'llilty of second 
deg·ree murder. The jury :fixed his punishment at ten (10) 
vears in the State Penitentiarv . 
., · Before the trial of David Randolph, U1e Court, on motion 
of the Commonwealth's Attorney, entered a nolle proseqit'i 
2*. •to the charge of first degree murder in the indictment. 
The Defendant lived in the 1200 block of North Second 
Street, Richmond, Virginia,--six blocks from the Heat Wave's 
Club, which is located in the 600 block of North Second Street. 
He testified (Rec., p. 35) that he left the Heat Wave's Club 
about 2 :30 A. :M., and started north on Second Street., in the 
· direction of his home; that when he reached a little over half-
way of the 700 block of North Second Streetr he was nudged 
in the back by the deceased with a gun ; that the deceased 
demanded all of his monev. 
The Defendant· te~tified direetly (Rec., pp. 35-36) as fol-
lows: 
"* • * this f eilow punched me with the gun he had· ancl 
said, 'Don't move 'cause this is a stick-up, and give me all 
the mopey you've got.' So then I started to rear.h in my 
pocket my ownself and that time he. said, 'Raise your hands 
:in front of you and tell me where it's at.' I told him then, 
I ~aid-, 'vVell, my money is in my pocket, my sl1irt pocket.' 
So he searched my pants pockets and took what money I had 
from my shirt pocket. Then he asked me, he say, 'Is this 
all the money you got?' So I told him-I said, 'Yes, it is.' 
· So he say~, says then, 'Where's your pocketbook?' I told 
bim, I says, 'This is all the money I got.' So he told me then., 
he says, 'Unless you tell me where the rest of it is I am goina 
shoot you.' After he told me he was going to shoot me, I 
got kinda scared then and pleaded with him not to shoot me 
and I says, 'I've given you all the money I've got, but I've 
got some more money at home and I live just a few more 
blocks down the street and I'm willin' to give it to you rather 
,than have yon shoot me down in the street.' By that time he 
told me, said 'All right, keep your hands up and start walk-
in~r.' So I walked tl1en from the 700 block on down to the 
block where I live ,, • tc. ' ' . 
· .. The Defendant proceeded to testify (Rec., pp. 36-37) tllat 
the deceased commanded him to unlock the door; that after 
he unlocked the door, the decea~ed '' too}{ on_e hand by my 
collar and _took his foot and shoved the door open"; that the 
deceased then said, '' All fight, all rig·ht, let's I1ave. this money 
'cause if you make a false move I'm g·onna shoot you.'' 
· 1 
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.. David Randolph, the Defendant, then testified (Rec;, pp. ' 
37-38) that his money was in the dresser drawer of his Iu:~Q.:. 
room ; that this bedroom adjoined the dining room, and 
3* that the door *to the ·bedroom was open; that the de.-
ceased stood rig·ht in the door of the bedroom with h_is 
gun and demanded the Defendant's money. 
The Defendant then testified as· follows (R.ec., pp._ 37-38) : 
"• ~ * So I plead with him., I mid, 'Don't shoot, I says, I 
get the money, it's in the dre~ser drawer.' So when I p~lled ' 
the dresser drawer open I also had a gun of my own in the 
rlresser drawer. So then I could FH)e him through the mirror 
and as I started getting· th(l money up by deg-rees, putting· a 
few dollar bills up on the dresser at a time. Then after he. 
Reen me pile a few dollars up ordhe dresser by that time he · 
had his g-un levelled mid 110 kinda. lowered his gun a . little 
hit and started to reach for the monev and that is when I 
grabbed my gun-I didn't face him, just grabbed my ·gun 
kinda threw it to my left side and started firing like this you 
know (indicating) and after I ·fired all the bullets from my 
g:un that time he had bncked back to the next room and ·when 
he backed back to the next room that time I laid the pistol 
down and grabbed my shotgun, * • •.'' 
The Defendant then shot the cl<?ceased once with the shot-
gun, and the deceased fell. 
Sergeant F. S. "\\Takefiekl, during· his investigation, ob-
tained from tbe Defendm1t a written statement, which ·was 
signed by the Defendant. The CommonwcaJth 's Attorney in-· 
traduced this statement at the trial of thh; case (Rec., pp. 
29-81). . ' 
This signed statement, given hy David Randolph, the Dc-
fondant, to Sergeant "\Vakcfielcl, substantially ag·rees with 
every material piece of testimony g·iven by the Defendant in 
open Court. · 
The police offi.cers testified tlwt they found no pistol in the 
home of the Defendant (Rec., p. 20) ; that the Defendant 
turned over to them his revolver (Rec., p. 12), and that a 
shotgun was found in the house (Rec., p. 21). 
4* i•ASSIGN~Il~NTS OF ERROR. 
1. The Court erred in refm;ing·, after all the evidence had 
been presented by both the Commonwealth and the Defendant., 
to strike the evidence ai;; boi:np; insufficient to support a prinia 
fac·ie case against the .De-f enclant. · 
' 
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2. The Court erred in permitting- the attorney for the Com-
monwealth to persist in his cross examination of Defendant 
in reference to a certain gun or pistol. 
3. The Court erred in refusing to permit the Defendant to 
y,rove particular acts of viciousness, violence, and turbulence 
on part of deceased. 
· 4. The- Court el'red in granting instructions l, 2 and 3 of-
fered by the Commonwealth. 
5. The Court erred in refusing to grant the Defendant's 
instructions F and G, and also erred in substituting Instruc-
tion X £ or Defendant's Instruction M. 
6. The Court erred in r~fusing to restrain Commonwealth's 
Attorney from making improper ar~'Ulnent before the jury. 
7. The Court erred in overruling the Defendant's motion 
t:o set aside the verdict as contrary to the law and .eYidence, 
, and in entering judgment against the Defendant. 
ARGUMENT. 
Assignment of Erro1· No. 1-Re.fusal to Strike E-oidence. 
The testimony of the Defendant stands substantially un-
rontradicted in everv material detail. The conviction of the 
Defendant, under th~ facts of this ca~e, could not possibly be 
based on anything stronger than pme speculation and highly 
imaginative inferences bnsecl on other flimsy inferences. 
The Commonwealth's Attomcy str~sses h1 his arg·nment 
. th'e "incredibility" of the Defendant 'R testimony that he was 
,v:alking down the ,street, for several blocks, with his hands -in 
the air and did not meet anvone. It is a matter of common 
. knowledge that a street in a· colored 8eetion of the City, dur-
. in,g the early hours of tbe morning, on a Sunday night, would 
be deserted and quiet. Mere speculation as to the possibility 
or probability of the Defendant's meeting someone while 
5~ he was *being held up by the deceased is most sui·ely not 
sufficient evidence upon which to base a verdict of guilt 
·bevond all reasonable doubt. 
The Commonwealth "s Attor1wy emphasized the fact that 
the coroner found no money in the pockets of the deceased. 
He infers that the pockets of the cfoceased had not been 
~earched by anyone before the coroner arrived there, oven 
· though one police officer teHtified that the pockets of the de-
cased were turned wrong-side out. The Commonwea]th 's At-
torney then infers that the Defendant lied when he testified 
that the deceased had taken some money from his shirt pocket 
when he was held up by the d~ceased on Second Street. The 
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Commonwealth's Attorney's second inference is based not on 
· facts in the case, but on another flimsy inference. 
The Defendant testified, on direct examination, that the 
deceased took al~ of the money he had in his shirt pocket, 
while they were on the street (Rec., p. 36)., and on cross ~x-
amination, he testified· that it was six or seven dollars which 
the deceased took from his shirt pocket (Rec., p. 43). The 
Mroner and all of the police officers testified that no money 
was found in the pockets of the dece~sed.. . 
Lieutenant Kelley, 011 direct examinatio11, testified that the 
deceased 's pockets to Ms trousers were hanging out before 
. the coroner arrived, and that the police office:rs did not do 
anything to the body before the coroner came. 
Lt. Kelley, on cross examination, testified as follows (Rec~, 
J>. 27): 
"Q. Now officer, you say when you got there that the lining 
was hanging out two of the pockets? 
'' A. Yes, sir. . 
'' Q. You mean both left and right pockets! 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. The11 I assume you reached the conclusion then some-
body had already searched the pockets, didn't you? 
'fr11 *''A. It appeared that way, yes, sir. 
"Q. You say the coroner hadn't gotten there at that 
timei 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
"Q. He had not got t11ere at that time? 
"A. Had not got there at that time. They were like that 
when he examined the bodv. 
''Q. And each pocket had the lining pulled out like it had 
been searched' , 
"A. These two pocl(ets in front." 
The Defendant made a sincere effort to secure an ambu-\ 




7hile he was running from place to place, trying to locate a 
telephone, the body of the deceased was there in the Defend.; 
m1t's home unguarded, and two other boys~ Jack Young and 
Charlie Henley, also liYed in the Defendant's house. 
The Commonwealtl1 's Attorney fervently stresses the fact 
that the police officers failed to find any gun around the body 
of the deceased. 
,Jack Young, who lived .. in the same flat with David Ran-·.~, 
dolph, the Defendant, g·ave Sgt. 1Vakefield a gun on the morn-
ing of the investigation. ,Jack Young testified in Court that 
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he had found the gun under a table 'in the same room frorn 
which the body of the deceased had been moved (Rec., pp .. 
62-71). He testified that he found the gun in less than five 
minutes after the police officers left. the house early that 
morning; that he gave it to them when thC;'y came back on 
the same morning (Rec., p. 65). · 
,Jack Young testijied that when he gave the officer the gun, 
the officer said, ''That's what I was looking· for.:" Sgt Wake-
field, on direct examination (Rec., p. 31),. corroborates the-
testimony of Jack Young: 
There was significant· testimony by Sgt. Taylor (Rec., P~ 
23), indicating the· fact of inadequate light by which to make-
a thorough search for a g·un. Jack Young, a defense wit--
7• ness *(Rec., p. 66), also testified concerning the grave: 
lack of light; and the Defendant's sister, :Mabel Morris~ 
testified that there was no light in the room wher~ the de-
ceased was found, and that she had the light fixed the next 
day (Rec., p. 79). 
The Commonwealth's .A ttoiney first infers that J aek Young 
lied about finding this gun, and then he infers that the De-
' fendant lied about the deceased ha_ving a gun. Again, we have-
an inference based on pure speculation,. and uot on the facts. 
of the' case. . 
Why would the Defendant deliver his own pistol to the 
, police, admit it was his, ~nd also admit that the shotgun was 
his, and then leave it to a roomer in the house to pretend that 
lie had found a toy gun in order to account for the deceased 's 
gun 1 If David Randolph, the Defendant, had wanted to lie 
about a gun, he could have told the police that the gun he-· 
turned over to them was the one the deceased had. 
The police officers also failed to find the sun-glasses, but 
tile Defendant's testimony about sun-glasses was verified b~~ 
t11e fact that his sister testified she found the sun-glasses in 
the room where the body of the deceased was foun~l (Rec. p. 
79). 
Sheer speculation concerning the m~nner iu which the De-
fendant was marched down the street hy tl1e df?ceased, con-
cerning the question of the deceased 's gun and concerning the 
q1.1estion of the deceased not having any money on his person 
at the time of the coroner's arrivRl--yes, sheer speculation 
concerning these three matters is the basis of the Common-
wealth's case. Your petit.ione1· s:nbmits tliat the Common-
wealth's case rests solely on fantastie speculation and feeble 
inferences based on other fiimsv inferences. 
Even the two boys living at' the· Defendant 1s house })ea rel 
no disturbance until the shots we-re fired, and there was uo 
'!Vidence that a fight of any kind bad taken place in the house-. 
·I. 
David Randolph v. Commonwealth of Virginia 
Three white witnesses testified to the excellent reputation 
of the Defendant. . 
8* '*The fact that the Court saw fit to commit the Def end- ' 
ant to an institution for observation indicates· that he has 
some symptoms of a mental deficiency. 
The Supreme Court of AppeaJs of Virginia has held in a 
number of recent cases that it is not sufficient that the evi-
dence create a suspicion or probability of guilt, but it ·must 
go further and excl'l1,de every possible. hypothesis except that 
of guilt. . . 
11.awkins v. Commonwealth, 160 Va. 935: The jury cannot 
arbitrarily give no weight to defendant's material testimony 
which is uncontradicted and not inconsistent with other evi-
dence where his credibility has not been impeached, ·and his 
testimony is not unreasonable or improbable. 
8mith v. Comrnonwealth, 185 Va. 800: In this .. case, the 
prosecution for homicide, the evidence showed only that de-
fendant, wife of the deceased, was in the house when her hus-
band met his death, and that she either did not tell what she 
knew about it, or gave different accounts of what she did 
know about it: 
'' In order for inferences to amount to evidence they must 
be inferences based on facts that are proved, and not infer-
ences based on other inferences.'' 
"In criminal cases it is not ~ufficient that t.he evidence 
creates a suspicion or probability of g-uilt; but it must go 
further and exclude every reasonable hypothesis except that 
of guilt.'' 
'' In criminal cases where a faet is equally susceptible . of 
two interpretations, one of which is consistent with the in-
terpretation of the accused, the jury may not arbitrarily 
adopt that interpretation which incriminate.s him.~' · 
Mr. ,Justice Buchanan went ahead to say in tI1e Smith case: · 
"It is important that crime be punished. It is even more ' 
important that the one punished sl10uld first be proved guilty 
by the evidence.'' 
Dixon v. Co11nn01nvcalth, Hi2 Va. 798; 173 S. E. 521: 
1'f 1·. ,Justice Holt said: 
''We need not undertake to discuss the burden which resM. 
upon· the Commonwealth in criminal cases. The jury must 
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do~bt. Such a conclusion must be su_pported by credible evi-
. · .dence and cannot rest upon conjecture or suspicion.'' 
9• #,Garner v. Commo1iwea.lth, 186 Va. 600: Mr. Justice 
· Gregory delivered the opinion of the Court, and had this 
to say: 
"The Commonwealth has relied upon many unexplained 
· suspicious circumstances to sustain the conviction but not one 
of them, or all combined, is or are, sufficient to show the guilt 
of Garner beyond a reasonable doubt. If we assume all of 
them to have been proven, yet they are not sufficient to estab-
lish that Garner killed Smith. For instance, we may assume he 
carried on a clandestine love affair with Smith's wife; he 
wrote her telephone numbers on tbe book; he called }ter 
~Grace' ; he was her friend, and carried her to the fortune 
teller in Staunton; he bad a bruise on his face the day after 
the tragedy; his ring finger may have been injured and 
f!"Wollen, and he may }iave on other occasions visited Mrs. 
·smith at her home. Garner ·may have fabricated bis alibi, 
and h~ may have sworn falsely when on the witness stand', 
but ·all of these combined fail to meet the legal requirement 
. of proof beyond a reasonable doubt.'' 
· . He further says : 
"Notwithstanding· the groat weight which i~ properly at-
tached to the verdict of a jury approved by the Trial Court, 
this Court has from time to time found it necessarv to set it 
aaiµe because of the lack of evidence to support it.'; 
Mr. Justice Gregory took this lal)guage from tl1e ease of 
Warren v. Conimon'U.·ealth, 144 Va. 669, which held that all 
of .the .evidence. for the Commonwealth mig·ht be true and yet 
, the accused be not guilty. 
The Garne~ case has this to s~y: 
"To .convict of a crime, the jury must he ~mtisfied from 
,the evidence of tl1c guilt of the ac>cusPd beyond a reasonable 
doubt, and they cannot be so saforfied if tl1e evidence· i~ 
equally consistent with l1is guilt or innocence. ' l\Iere sus-
picion, however grave, is not sufficient to support a verdict of 
guilty. The evidence must be not only consistent with the 
guilt of the accused but i~tconsisfon~ with his itmocence.'' 
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Thornas v. Comrnomt·ealth, 187 Va. 265: In this case~ a 
1wosecution for l}omicide, a young Negro mail was convicted 
of the murder of his aunt. The Commonwealth contended 
that the deceased was killed on Monday afternoon and that 
the accused was the last person seen with her and that his 
-subsequent behavior was indicative of his guilt. The ace.used 
made some statements apparently contradictory, ancl he ~lso 
told tl1e sheriff that he had given the deceased $50.00 whHe. 
they were driving along the road on Monday afternoon. ~· · 
i;o• ·The Supreme Court of .Appeals of Virginia said in 
this case: 
',.The evidence does not. exclude every reasonable byp.othe-
-:-;is ·except tl1at of guilt. The facts are, at least, eqmtlly as 
-i-;usceptible of an interpretation which is consistent with the 
:innocence of the clef endant as with his guilt.'' · · 
Mr. Justice Spratley citecl from the Smith case-: 
"It is important that crime be punished. It is ever more 
important that tl1e one punished should be first proved guilty l,v the evidence. In order for inferences to amount to evi-
dence they must be inferences l1ased on facts that am proved,. 
mid not inferences based on other infei·ences. n 
)fr .• Justice Spratley tl1cu said: 
"The presumption of iunoccnce is a presumption so. strong 
that not only is an accused entitled to the. benefit of it, but 
if tl1e case be a doubtful one., this presumption is always .suf~ 
fieient to turn the seales in his favor.'' . ' 
He then said : 
I ' ; 
"Applying these principles,. we cannot say that the cir- , 
eumstances, to a moral certainty, exclude every hypothesis 
hut that of the guilt of the defendant. _That there are circum-
~;t:ances which afford groundR of suspicion cannot be denied; 
hut they do not prove beyond a doubt that the defendant was 
the murderer of his aunt. A eonclusion of his guilt can only 
he reached by speculation, conjecture, or surmise." 
These three aforementiou('ld ca~es quite n~cently passed · 
upon by the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia obviously, 
~tate the fundamental law npplicahle to the instant case. A 
casual reading of the reeol'Cl in this case readily conveys t}Je 
l O Supreme· C'oort of' Appeals of' Virginia, 
~onviction that a ve~dict of. guilt __ c01ild not conceivably be 
·based on anything stronger than sheer speculation, conjecture·,, 
and surmise. · 
The Def end.ant, a Negro boy with some impediment of 
speech, as revealed from the reading of his testimony, who 
produced at the trial evidence of an ex~ellent reputation, told 
the Court and jury in detail how he became involved in this. 
trouble. His testimony harmonizes substantially with his. 
signed statement given the investigating officer. Hh~ 
11 • story- •stands uncontradicted in every material detaiL 
His c'onviction of second degree murder rests on infer-
ences based ·on other inferences. · 
/ . 
.Assignment of Error No . .2-Cross Exa1winatimi of 
Def e'ndant. 
The Commonwealth's Attorney had full knowledge of the-
fact that the gun, which Sgt. Wakefield had in his possession 
and which Sgt. Wakefield claimed to be the same gun that. 
.Jack Young turned over to him, was a toy gun which had 
every resemblance to .a real gun (Rec., p. 70). The Common-
wealth's Attorney carefully refrained from asking Sgt. Wake-
field on direct examination whether or not the gun, whicl! 
,,Jack Young claimed to have found under the table in tl1e-
1·oom where the deceased had lain and turned over to him, 
was a toy gnn ; and Sgt. Wakefield conspicuously failed to 
mention on the stand the fact that the gun in his possession,, 
which gun he testified he had received from .Jack Young, wa~ 
a toy gun (Rec . ., p. 31). 
The Attorney for the Commonwealth subjected the De-
fendant to a merciless cross examination as to why the de-
ceased would permit himself to be shot twice with a pistol 
and once with a gun, and not return the shots, if he had a 
gun in his' hand holding a man up. 
The reason that the Attorney for the Commonwealth with-
held this vital information ( concerning the gun in Sgt. "\Vakc'-
field's possession being a toy gun) was the fact tlmt he sought 
to base his cross examination on sinister implications from 
cleverly concealed physical facts, iil order to make the De-
fendant's defense appear senseless and imaginary~ 
The Court refused to permit the gun to be introduced in 
evidence while this merciless and unscrupul.ous cross exami-
nation was being conducted. Even after the objection by de-
f ense counsel forced the Commonwealth's Attorney to admit 
it was a toy gun, he persisted in talking about a '' re.al aml 
genuine'' gun. 
David Randolph v. Commonwealth of Virginia _ 1-1 
'*Rec., p. 49 : 
'' Q. The question I am asking you, with all that going -~ii 
you tell the Jury he had a gun pointed at you and you did.all 
the shooting· and he didn't even shoot his gun, did he Y i ;_ 
' .· 
"Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, I wish to object to that qu.es-
tion on the grounds that Officer W ake:field testified that when 
he got back to the house at 12 o'clock to make an i~vestiga-· ' 
tfon that a man, Jack Young·, presented him with a toy ph,t<Jl 
which was supposed to belong . to the deceased. Naturally·, 
if it was a toy pistol he couldn't have been shooting bacJ.r. 
"Mr. Haddon: Now, Sergeant ·wake:field 'didn't say it was 
a toy pistol at all. t Mr. Carwile: Well, I ask that the pistol be produced in 
Court. 
"Mr. Haddon: vVell, I will admit when it's produced it is 
a toy pistol. 
"The Court: ·well, it doesn't make any difference about 
that, the question is perfectly proper. Go ahead and cross 
examine him.'' 
Rec., pp. 55-56 : 
'' Q. So you tell the Jury if it was a real gun he stili levelled 
it at you and let you shoot him four times-shot him twice 
with a bullet and shot at him twice more, and shoot him with 
a shotgun., and he didn't try to shoot you T 
"Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, I am going to object to that 
question on these grounds: That the Commonwealth's· At-
torney is basing his cross examination on an assumption that 
he knows it's false that it was a toy gun and I ask the 
13,a, Court that the *gun be produced, and I object t.o that 
line of cross examination unless the gun is produced. . :. 
' ' The Court: Objection oyerruled. . · ; 
"Mr. Carwile: I note an exception, Your Honor.'' 
Rec., p. 57: 
'' Q. vV ell, assuming what you say is so, you still testified 
to the Jury tliat he still- held the gun on you and never shot 
and you had time to get the· shotgun and shoot him Y · 
'' A. Well, you take after he backed from . the doorway I 
didn't follow him up. After I shot up all the bullets in my 
pistol from my bedroom I backed back and got my shotgun 
I·, 
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and then I started to the door. Then when I got to the door 
then he was standing-he was kinda standing, had himself 
braced against the wall near my chesterfield with his gun 
· drawn on ,me and that's the time I p11lled the trigger on my 
,ahotgun. 
"Q. Well, I am still asking you the question. That he let 
yori. :shoot him to death if it was a genuine pistol, as you claim, 
or you claim it was a pistol, without trying to shoot you T 
''·A. "¥es, he was trying to shoot me all right.'' 
The Commonwealth's Attorney did not desire this gun to 
he introduced in evidence because of its resemblance to a real 
gnn and because, by concealing from the Jury the fact that it 
was a toy gun, he hoped to render tlle Defendant's te~timony 
absurd·· and incredible. He knew that his cross examination 
of th~ defendant would convey the. idea to the Jury that the 
Defendant's testimony concerni~g the deceased being armed 
with a pistol was false because of t]Je failure of the deceased 
to fire ltls gun. He knew that the only gun which the evidence 
of the case connected the deceased with· was a toy gun whicl1 
. resembled a real gun and that the said toy gun was in 
14'* the •courtroom in the possession of Sgt. Wakefield. The 
Commonwealth's cross examination, in view of the pbysi-. 
oal facts concerning the gun, could have been for only one 
motive: to mislead the Jury in 1the weight t~ey should give 
to ··the Defendant's testimonv. 
· Harrison v. Corn.nionwealtli, 183 Va. 394: The Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia said in this case: 
''While the Attorney for tlw Commonwealth is chnrged 
with prosecuting one accused of crime., it is also his dntv to 
see ·that the accused is accorded n fair trial. .. 
·''One accused of crime is entitled to a scrupulously fair 
trial, and nothing should be done or permitted to prejudice 
his case, or to obscure in the minds of the jurors the ques-
tion whether the evidence justifies them in a conclusion that 
he is guilty of the offense charged." 
Assignment of Error No. 3 .. ....;.Refusal to Pennit the Dcfemla,uf 
· to Pro·i~e Particnlar .Acts of Deceased. 
Rec., p. 86: Counsel for Defendant in arguing the ques-
tion of the admissibility in evidence of particular nets of 
viciousness and turbulence committed bv the deeeasecl at other 
times and 'on third parties, sta terl to the Court: 
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"Your Honor, we are resting our defense on the claim that 
David Randolph killed Richard Manuel Wood in self-clef ense 
.and on that basis I think we have a right to prove the v~cious 
:and violent nature of the deceased. 
'' And this witness will testifv that this distant cousin of 
his wife was here from Kentucky on a parole for murder 
in Ohio State. He will testifv that he made two attempts 
· on his body with a gun; he ,;ill testify that a few months 
before he was killed that he was convicted here in Police 
Court and gjven six months suspended sentence on an as-
sault and battery charge; and we intend to prove by· this wit-
ness the vicious nature of the deceased, which has a direct 
bearing on the basis of self-defense in our case, and I think 
it is proper evidence.'' 
15• *The Trial J udgc ruled that specific instances of 
viciousness and turbulence on the part of the deceased 
could not be introduced in evidence, and that the Defendant 
-could not even prove by record from the Police Court of the 
City of Richmond that the deceased had been convicted on 
.an assault and battery charge (Rec., pp. 88-91 ). An excep-
tion was noted to the ruling of the Court (Rec., p. 91). 
The Court took the position that no assault could be proved 
·nxcept an assault made on this particular Defendant and that 
the Defendant could only introduce evidence of the general 
reputation of the deceased for viciousnesA (Rec., p. 90). The 
·rrrial Court held that the Defendant could not prove specific 
instances of other crimes in other places against other per-
80ns (Rec., p. 89). , · 
BU1-/Qrd v. Com·m,011,wealth, 20 S. E. (2d) 509, 179 Va. 752: 
JiJvidence that a prosecution witness, in a prosecution for un- _ 
lawful wounding with intent to maim, disfigure, disable and 
kill, had committed specific acts of violence and had been con-
victed of assault and battery previously made upon third 
parties is admissible to show s~lCh conduct as would naturally 
excite apprehensi011 whether it objectively indicates a fixed 
trait of character or not. 
Rasnake v. Commomvrmlth, 115 S. E. 543, 135 Va. 677: 
\Vhile by reason and authority it appears that particular in-
stances of violent conduct on the part of the deceased~ dis-·. 
connected with the homicide or with the occasion upon which 
the homicide was committed, although unknown to the ac-
cused at the time of the homicide, are admissible in evidence 
in behalf of the accused upon the claim of self-defense:. where 
there is other evidence tending to support the claim of self-
defense, yet the number of such instances of violent conduct, 
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which will be permitted to be introduced in evidence, is to be 
controlled by the discretion of the Trial Court. 
16* •Wharton's Criminal Evidence, Volume 1, Section 
324, Pages 441 to 442 ~ · 
"It is self-evident that if a man is of a dangerous and vio-
lent character, this characteristic would appear immediately 
upon the occurrence of a dispute or a difficulty, so that a· 
stranger becoming suddenly involved would see at once evi-
dence of the dangero.-µs character of his opponent. Hence, if 
the general character of the deceased was bad, it would be 
revealed to the accused by the manner and · conduct of the. 
deceased; and the fact that it appeared, suddenly would not 
in the least degree take from him his right to act promptly 
when that characteristic was revealed, even though it ha<l. 
never been communicated to him :Qrior to the difficulty. As 
further supporting this view, it is ;held that even if the violent 
character of the deceased was not known to accu~ed, st.ill it 
' is admissible as tending· to show the natural probabilitieH-
that would surround· an encounter with a dangerous man.'' 
Wigmore 's Code of Evidence, Rule 36., Section 241 : '' Whei t 
on a trial involving homicide or other violence an issue of 
self-defense arises, and it thus becomes an issue whether t]1e-
deceased or injured person was the aggressor,. his character 
. as to violence or the opposite is admissible as evidence of ·his 
probable conduct.'' 
Wigmore 's Code of Evidence, Rule 49; Section 363 : 
' "Where, in a trial involving homicide or other violence, and 
on an issue of self,_def ense, the. deceased 's character for vio-
lence or turbul~nce or the opposite is admissible under Rule 
.36, particular instances of his conduct exhibiting this trait 
are admissible to evidence such character.'' 
Wigmore 's Code of Evidence,. Rule 66, Article I, Sectiou 
433: "When in a case of homicide or other violence self-de-
fense is in issue, the character of the deceased or injured 
person for violence, or for other aggressive traits likely to 
cause ap:prehension and a belief in the necessity for self-
defense, 1s admissible for the party alleging self-defense; 
provided, (1) that some other evidence of the injured pe1·-
son 's aggression has been introduced, and (2) that the char-
acter was known to the latter pµrty, or so reputed as prob-
ably to have come to his knowledge." --
17~ *Section 435 of this same Rule carefully clistiIIoo-nishes 
the admissibility of the injured person's violent char-
ii j I '-
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acter as evidence of his probable aggression (Rule 36) . and 
the admissibility of such character as evidence of the state 
of mind of the party alleging self-defense. 
The purpose of the defense in the instant case for attempt"" 
ing to introduce evidence of specific instances of viciousness 
and turbulence perpetrated by the deceased at other times 
and places against third parties was to reflect upon the ques-
tion of the aggression of the deceased, and not to show. the 
state of mind of the Defendant concerning '' apparent dan ... 
ger" . 
.Assignment of Error No. 4--Erred in Granting Common.; 
i1.1ealth 's Instr1u'ction$. 
The following three instructions were requested by the Com.;· 
monwealth 's Attorney and granted: 
Instruction 1 : 
The Court instructs the Jury that every homicide in Vir..;. 
ginia is presumed, in the absence of other evidence, to be 
murder of the second dugrce, and in order to reduce the of-
fense to manslaughter, or to show justification or excuse for. 
the killing, the burden is upon the accused to introduce evj-
clence sufficient to raise in the minds of the jury a reasonable 
doubt as to whether he he guilty of murder, or of manslaugh-
ter, or of any offense at all. 
ln.struction 2: 
The Court instructs tlie jury that if they believe from the 
evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that tl1e killing was done. 
by the accused with malice, then they will find him guilty of 
murder in the second degree. · 
18'" *Instruction 3 : 
The Court instructs tho jnry that if they shall find from 
the evidence that the killing was done without inalice---in tho. . 
heat of passion, in a sudden brawl, on a sufficient provoca-
tion-such killing amounts to voluntary manslaughter only; 
if, however, they find that the killing was done in the heat of , 
passion, but on a slight and insufficient provocation, such kil1-
ing may· amount to murder in the second degree. 
,/ 
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Counsel for the Defendant objected to In.struction 1 be..: 
cause it did not specifically state that the burden of proof 
beyond a reasonable doubt .still rested upon the Common-
wealth (R., p. 103). Every reference in these three instruc-
tions concerning murder in the ~econd degree and malice is a 
reversible erro1·. There was no evidence b~fore the jury to 
-support a verdict of murder in the second deg-ree. There is 
nothing inherently incredible in the Defendant's story. · In 
every material detail, it stands uncontradicted. There was 
1 no evidence of malice in the case, and therefore no evidence 
whatever before the jury to support their verdict of murder 
in the second degree. 
Thomason v. Commonwealth, 178 Va. 489: The undisputed 
evidence shows that the accused did not seek the encounter 
in which the deceased was killed. He was at work, where he 
had a right to be, and he knew that the deceased had made 
threats against him. The accused testified that just before 
he struck the fatal blow, the deceased had an open knife and 
was facing and approaching him. An eyewitness testified 
that deceased wasn't doing anything at the time the accused 
struck the blow which. killed th<.' deceased. 
· Mr .. Justice Eggleston in tl1e Thomason case said; ''Under 
. s11ch circumstances of extenuation, there is no presumption of 
malice, and hence the accused cannot b~ convicted of murder 
in either the first or second degTee.'' 
19• ·The Supreme Court of App-eals of Virginia in this 
case then said : 
"In justifiable homicide in self-defense, the rig·ht to kill 
begins where the neces~ity begins nnd ends where it ends.'' 
"Here it does not conclusively appear from either the evi-
dence of the accused or that of the Commonwealth, that neces-
sity to kill existed at the time the fatal blow was struck. Al-
though Kirk may have been the aggre~sor in the first instance, 
an·d the necessity to kill may have been apparent to the ac-
cused when the latter seized the pick handle in self-defense, 
yet the jury may have concluded from the testimony of Pat-
ton that Kirk had abandoned the attack on t11e accused. If 
this· be so, the necessity for Thomason 's killing Kirk Jiad 
ended, and the accused would be guilty of vol'lmtary man-
·slooghter. '' (Italics supplied.) 
"In our opinion it is for the jury to say, under proper in-
structions, whether the killing war-; done in justifiable self-
. defense or wl1ether the accused was g·uilty of voluntary m~n-
slaughter.'' 
• 
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"'.There is nothing inherently incredible in Thomason 's . 
-story. In the main it is not contradicted by any witness. 
Hence, we. cannot agree that t]1e jury had the right to totally 
disregard it. Indeed, the fact that the jury fixed the punish-
ment at the minimum for murder in second degree shows:that 
it gave some credence to Thomason 's testimony." 
Brown v. Commonwealth, 138 Va. 807: In this case there 
was no evidence of a previous grudge between the parties. 
They had been engaged in a game of craps and it appeared 
that the deceased had seized money won by the defendant, had· 
struck defendant over the head with a bottle., and was ad-
vancing upon the defendant when the defendant shot him..· 
The Sup.reme Court of Appeals of Virginia l1e.ld: "T]1at the 
killing was accompanied with such circumstances of extenua-· 
tion that malice amd hence murder could not be presumed 
from the fact of the killing (italics supplied); that, therefore,. 
there was no evidence or presumption of malice upon which 
to base an instruction as to the presumption arising- from the 
ldlling, unaccompained with circunistooces of e-xtenuation;-
and there was no evidence before the jury to- support a v~r-
dict of-·murder in the second degree.'' 
20* ·Wilkins v. Commonwealth, 176 Va. 580: The accused 
was convicted of murder in the second degree in the.' 
Wilkins case. The deceased had knocked the accused 'down 
twice before the accused shot the deceased. 
The .Supreme- Court of Appeals held that the pleas of self-
defense and of passion, engendered by an unprovoked as-
sault, are not in conflict with each other; and that the test of 
whether the killing is from the sudden heat of passion is 
found in the nature and degTee of provocation and the man-
ner in which it is resented. 
The following· is a citation from the opinion in -the Wilkins: 
case: ".Whether the evidence shows that the killing was done 
in justifiable self-defense, it is unnecessary for us to decide; 
but it was certainly accompanied with such circumstances of 
extenuation that malice, and hence murder, could not be pre-
~umed from the, fact of the killing. There was no other evi-
dence of malice in the case. This being so, there was no evi-: 
dcnce whatever before the jury to support their verdict of 
murder in the s~cond degree." , . 
The law applicable to the facts in the instant case 1s o~-
viously the same fundamental law expounded by the Supreme~ 
Court of Appeals in the three aforementioned cases. The 
. three instructions which the Trial ,Court granted the Oom-
m~nwealth are erroneous, and. constitute reversible errors. 
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Assigmnent of Error No. 5-Refusal to Grant Defenilant's 
Instructicms. 
The .Defendant requested Instrnction ''F'' and tlie Trial 
Court refused it {Rec. pp. 112-113). Counsel for the De-
. fendant note~ his objection and exception (Rec. pp. 113-114) . 
. Instruction "F" reads as follows:-
'' The Court instructs the jury that the indictment in this: 
case 'does not r~ise the slightest presumption of guilt against 
the accu~·etl, but on the contrary he, is *presumed to be 
21* inno~ent··ot• wrongful acts, and that presumption con-
tinues and remains with the accused throughout the trial 
and every stage thereof, and until the Commonwealth has 
established by clear, distinct au¢! reliable evidence, and to the-
exclusion of all reasonable doubt, every element essential to· 
the crime charged against the accused; and failing in such 
proof, or if upon· the completion of the testimony a reason-
able doubt as, to the necessity of the killing exists"' it would'. 
he your duty to acquit."' 
The Trial Court ref used this instruction on the grounds: 
that it bad been covered by other instructions (Rec. p. 112)-
The- only ref ere nee made to '' the presumption of innocence_'" 
is in Instruction "D'' (Rec. p.105). Instruction ''D" :reads 
as follows·: 
l,estruction D: 
~' The Court instructs the jury that a reasonable doubt iu 
every criminal case is not a mere form to be disregarded by 
the jury, but a substantial part of the law of this land, and 
before you can convict the accused in this case, you must have 
an abiding conviction in your minds, based upon the evidence-
in this case that he is guilty beyond every reasonable doubt. 
The presumption of innocence is so strong that if the case-
be a doubtful one, the presumption is always sufficient to turn. 
the scales in favor of the accused.', 
'· This mere incidental reference '' to the presumption of in-
nocence-'' in Instruction '' D'' does not rectify the error of 
,the Trial Court in 1·efusing the land-~ark instruction "F". . 
- Dorlson v. U. 8 .. , 23 F2d 401 ~ "'A charge minimizing the 
p~·esumption of innocence, or aUowing jury to ig_nore it,. is not 
cured by correct charge on burden of proof .. '" 
- I 
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22• *The Dodson decision was expressly sanctioned in the 
case of Turner v. U. 8., .25 F2d 1023. _ . 
Phillips v. Commonioea.lth, 129 S. E,. 259, 143 Va. 504: 
''Wbere defendant asks an instruction on the presumption of 
innocence, it is error for the Trial Court to refuse it, and this 
error is not cured. by instructing the jury that bef or~ they 
find the accused guilty they must be satis-:fied of their guilt 
beyond a reasoriable doubt.'' 
Grosso v. CommonweaUh, 15 S. E. 2d 285, 177 Va. 830: In 
a prosecution for unlawfully practicing chiropractic and 
medicine without a license, refusal of an instruction that the 
law presume the accused innocent and that the presumption·· 
of innocence follow tl1e accused throughout the entire trial 
and apply to every stage of the case and 'that unless the jury 
should believe from the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt · 
that accused was guilty as charged in the warrant, they 
should find him not g·uilty, was error. 
This instxuction in the Grosso case is practically verbatim 
the same instruction ''F'' requested by the Defendant in the 
instant case. 
Oampbell v. Co1n1no11.1.vcalth, 17 4 S. K 856, 162 Va. 818: 
'' The Supreme Court of Appeals has so often a proved this 
instruction on the presumption of innocence of the accused in , 
criminal cases that it has be~ome firmly engrafted in our 
. jurisprudence a11d may be said to be a land-mark of the law~ 
It is. error for the Trial Court to refuse to charge the jury 
that the law presumes tlm t persons charged with crime are 
innocent until they are proven by competent evidence to be 
guilty, and this error is not cured by instructing the jury 
that, bcfm:e they could find defendants guilty, they must be 
satisfied of their guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.',. 
23* *Counsel for Defendant also requested Instruc~ion· 
"G'' (R-0c. p. 113) which reads as follows: 
'' The Court instructl-; the jury· that if any juror after con-
sidering all of the evidence and circumstances in this case -
entertains a reasonable doubt as to the g·uilt of the accused of 
the offense with which he is charged, it is his duty not to sur-
render his conviction merely because the other jurors may be 
. of a d.ifferent opinio_i1.'' 
The Trial Court refm;cd Instru'ction '' G' ', not on the 
grounds that it was an invitation to hang the jury, but on the 
grounds that it had been covered by other instructions. Th~ 
essence of Instruction '' G'' had not been covered by :any 
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0th.er instruction granted the Defendant by the Trial Court. 
· The wording of this instruction does not give any basis for 
tl:te usual objection concerning "an invitation to a hung-
jury". 
· Instructions quite similar to Instruction "G'' have been ap-
proved in West Virgina and have been granted in many trial 
eourts in this Commonwealth. 
The Court also erred in substituting Instruction ''X" (Rec. 
'P~ 109) for Defendant's Instruction "M" (Rec. p. 113). 
Instruction "M'', requested by the Defendant and refused 
by·the Trial Court, reads as follows: 
. \ 
' 'The Court instruct~ the jury that evidence of good· char-
f\Oter should be closely scrutinized by the jury, and when 
t.a.k_en in connection with all the surrounding facts and cir-
oumstance of the case, may, if the case is one of reasonable 
clQubt, turn the scales in favor of the accused.'' 
Counsel for the Defendant noted his exception to the 
Court's refusal of Instruction "~1" (Rec. p. 114). 
·24• 11Instruction "X" which the Trial Court ·substituted 
for the Defendant's Instruction "M" reads as follows: 
"The character of the accused when proven, whether good 
or bad, is a fact to be considered by the jury, but its weight 
as affecting the guilt or innocence of the accused is a matter 
for tl1e determination of the jury in connection with the other 
facts proven in the case.'' 
It is important that the word ''may'' is used in the re-
quested Instruction "l\I" instead of the word "should". 
· In the case of Lufty v. CommonweaUh, 100 .s. E. 829, 126 
Va. 707: Judge Kelly emphasizes the distinction between tell-
ing the jury that evidence of good reputation "should resolve 
the doubt in bis favor'' and telling them that evidence of 
good character '' may be allowed to resolve the doubt in his 
favor·", and holds that the latter phraseology is proper." 
Willis v. Commo1M:vea:Uk, 31 S. E. 2d 306, 183 Va. 125: This 
case was the prosecution for rape. It was assigned as error 
that the Trial Court erred in i:efusing to give the foUowing· 
instruction: '' The Cour.t instructs the jury that evidence of 
good character is highly important if the case is one of rea-
sonable doubt, and good character should make, it preponder-
ate in favor of the accused." The instruction was amended 
by the court by eliminating the word ''should'' and substi-
1.-
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tuting th~refor the word "may''. The Supreme Court of Ap-
peals held that there was no merit in the assignment of error. 
Patterson v. CommiQnwealth, 165 Va. 734: "In determining 
~ufficiency of evidence to sustain conviction, good reputation 
of accused in doubtful oases deserves great consideration."' 
· _Mitchell v .. Commonwealth, 140 Va. 572: "Evidence of one?s 
good c.haracter may be· the determining factor in a case where 
the jury have a doubt as to the guilt of the accused." 
~5* 3 Wlwrton's Criniinal Evidence, Volume 1, Section 
336, page 467: '' In some instances good character is 
:::;ufficient to create a reasonable doubt and turn the scales .in 
<lefendant's favor, but its weight and value is in all cases a 
,question for the jury." · 
It is important in the instant case that three white wit-
nesses, of good reputation, who had known the defendant over 
long periods of time, testified as to his excellent character. 
The Defendant was entitled to Instruction "M", and no 
.}Jroper objection could be raised to this instruction, particu-
larly in view of the fact that the word '' ma.y"' was used in.-
~tead of the word ''should". 
Assignment of En·or No. 6-:--lm.proper Argument 
The final argument of the ·Commonwealth's Attorney is 
recorded in the last pages of the Record .(Rec. pp. 115-128). 
(Rec. p7 117 The Commonwealth's Attorney said: 
''.There is no question about the facts that this man was'. 
killed not with one gun, but with two guns, and when that was . , 
proven the burden was upon him to come in and raise a rea-
~onable doubt as to whether it was malic.iously done if the• 
assumption is it is murder in the second degree. And when 
the Commonwealth finished its case and it bad of stopped 
there his Honor would have instructed you that if it was a 
deadly weapon ·it was presumed to be murder in the second 
degree.'' . 
Counsel for tho Defendant objected to this type of argu-
ment (Rec. p. 117. 
(Rec. p. 118) The Commonwealth's Attorney had this to 
say to the jury: 
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''The Court instructs the jury that every homicide and I 
. said with a deaclly weapon. I got that mixed up with 
26* the question of malice. E·very homicide in Virginia *is 
presumed,. in the absence of other evidence, to be 
1 
mn:rder in the second degree, and that means, gentlemen, that 
in order to reduce it to manslaughter and show justification: 
or excuse for the killing, the burden is 1tp-0n the accused to, 
introduce evideooe sufficient to raise in the ,m:inds of a jury 
. a- reasonable doubt .as to whether he is guilty of murder or 
of manslaughter, or of any offense at all. 
'' And l repeat ·what I said about the deadly weapon; thai; 
His Honor's instruction to you gentlemen is that when the-
Commonwealth ;:>roves that a man has been killed, and be 
killed him, it is presurr,ed to be murder in the second degree"' 
and the burden is upon hini fo ·raise a clou,bt tu reduce it,. aml 
I don't mean he can come in and tell a cock-and-bull story .. ''' 
(Underscoring supplied.) 
(Rec. p. 127) The Oommonwealth,s Atorney said: ''And 
if you don't believe it, don't believe that story, I still repeat 
that he hasn't done anything to overcome that which the law~ 
puts upon him.',. 
(Rec. p. 128) * * * and unless you gentlemen of the Jury 
believe in this cas.e that he has given a reasonable explana-
tion fo.r taking this man's life, then you ought to bring in a 
verdtct of guilty." 
The best answer to these highly prejudicial and legally dis-
torted arguments by the Commonwealth's Attorney in this. 
case is the language of the Supreme Court of Appeals in the 
case of Harrison v. Comrnonwealth, 183 Va. 394,. 32 S. E. 2cI 
136. . 
In the Harrison case the ·Commonwealth's Attornev said 
in bis al"gument: '' It is not up to us to explain how that- car 
went ·over there :S; * * I respectfully submit that he is the man 
to satisfy you about what happened there and he has not done 
it.,,, 
The Supreme Court of Appeals said: 
''The remarks of the Commonwealth's Attorney with refer-
ence to the burden of proof were not a full, fair, *aml 
,27* complete statement, and were in conflict with the in-
structions of tbe court. They were. subject to a miscon-
struction. '' 
'' The burden was on the Commonwealth to satisfy the jury 
beyond all reasonable d~mbt that the .death of Mrs. Harrison 
was ~aused·by the criminal agency of the defendant. An ac-
' I 
I w 
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cused is not required to prove his innocence. He is entitled 
to. the legal presumption of innocence until he is proven 
guilty." · 
.AU of the aforeme'ntioned excerpts from the .Common-
wealth's Attorney's arg'Ument were designed .solely to .nris-
lead. the jury in the instant case as to the burden resting upon 
the Commonwealth to prove the accused guilty beyond· all 
reasonable doubt. 
{Rec. p. 123) The Commonwealth's .Attor:uey made this 
statement in his argument to the jury: 
'' If you .believe Jack Young came in here and deliber~tely' 
told a falsehood and the accused put him on the stand. to 
testify knowing he was telling a falsehood, that is a circum-
. stance that you gentlemen have a right to take into considera-
tion. If this man in killing this other one bad had a reason-
able excuse for it he would have told the excus~ rather.than 
try to fabricate and try to falsify about a thing that never 
. happened.'' 
(Rec. p. 125) The Commonwealth's .Attorney had this to. 
say: 
,a • * but when he gives an incredible story to begin with 
and every circumstance in the case is contrary to what he 
said the story was, you have a right to disregard it. .And 
when you disregard it, you have a right to say-well, it is pre-
sumed to be murder in. the second degree and he hasn't re-
duced it Or raised mzy do·ubt in our minds." 
28* f.~ All this argument about fabricating· and falsifyi'll,g 
and about procuring Jack Young to falsify and fabri-
cate needs no comment. It is highly prejudicial and unfair 
to the accused. 
The statement by tbe Commonwealth's Atto1'.ney that. every 
circumstance in the case is contrary to the Defendant's story 
is absolutely false and utterly unfair to the accused. He. 
makes matters still worse hy concluding this portion of the 
argument with· the words-'' and he hadu 't reduced it or 
raised any doubt in .our minds.'' 
Assigwment of Error No. 1·-Refnsal to Set .Aside Vei~ict. 
'For the reasons set forth in the assignments of error, t 
through 6, it is submittec\ that the Trial Court erred in over-
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rulirig the Defendant's motion to set aside the verdict as con-
trary to the law and evidence, and in entering judgment 
against the Defendant. 
CONCLUSION. 
· Because of the errors assigned, and other errors apparent 
·upon the face of the record, your Petitioner prays that a writ 
of error and supersetleas may be gTanted, the verdict and 
judgment against him reviewed ·and reversed, the errors as-
. signed corrected, a new trial granted, and such other and fur-
ther relief may be granted as may be prop·er. 
Counsel for Defendant desires to state orally the reasons 
for reviewing the judgment complained' of, and hereby adopts 
this Petition ·as his opening brief, in support of this Petition. 
This Petition will be filed with the Clerk of the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, at Richmond. 
A copy of this Petition was delivered in person to the Com-
monwealth's .Attorney for the State of Virginia, in the City 
of Richmond, T. Gray Haddon, on the 7th day of March, 1948. 
Respectfully submitted: 
DAVID RANDOLPH 
By HOWARD H. CARWILE 
His Counsel. 
29* *14 North 9th Street, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
· March 3, 1949. 
I, Howard H. Carwile, Attorney at Law, of Richmond, Vir-
ginia, duly qualified to practice in the Sup~·eme Court of Ap-
peals of Virginia, hereby certify that in my opinion, the order 
complained of in the foregoing petition ought to be reviewed. 
Received March 8, 1949. 
Rece1v:ed Marcl1 23, 1949. 
HOW ARD H. CARWILE 
Attorney. at Law. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
C. V. S . 
. April 20, 1949. Writ of error and s·u,versedeas awarded by 
the court. No bond required. 
M. B. W. 
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RECORD 
VIRGINIA-: 
, In the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond. . 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Complainant 
'D. 
David Randolph, Defendant 
' Before Hon. John L. Ingram, Judge and a Jury. 
Appearances: T. Gray Haddon, Commonwealth's Attor-
11ey and Ernest H. Dervishian, A$st. Commonwealth's Attor-
J1ey, representing the Commonwealth. · 
Howard IL Carwile, Esquire, Co1msel for the defendant. 
I 
September 23, 1948. 
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In the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond. 
City of Richmond., to-wit: 
The Grand Jurors of the State of Virginia, in and for the-
lJody of the City of Richmond, upon their oaths present that 
David Randolph on the 7th day of June, nineteen hundred · 
and forty-eight in the said city of Richmond feloniously did 
kill and murder one Richard Manuel Wood against the peace· 
and dignity of the Commonwealth. · 
F. S. Wakefield 
C. L. Brown 
J. L. Bahr 
M. E. Dawson 
Sgt. J. P. M. Taylor 
R. E. Chalkley 
Dr. M. Markowitz 
E. A. Kelley 
Witnesses sworn and sent 
by th~ C~mrt to the Grand 
Jury to give evidence. 
THOS. R. MILLER, Clerk 
A Copy, Teste; -




2'6 Supreme C'ourt of Appears of Virginiai 
(On back)' 
Murder O.· B. . . - . P ..• - · 
Commonwealth 
'I) .. ' 
David Randolph 
.A.N INDICTMENT FOR .A FELONY .. 
A True BilL 
J" un. 7, 194S:. · · Indictment Found. 
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J. ~L ROS'SIEUXr 
Foremmr_ 
In t1i:e- Hustings Court of the· City of. Richmond .. 
Pleas at the Courthouse· of the City of Richmond, before' 
the Hustings Court of the said City,, on the 17th day of 
November, 1948 .. 
Be it remembered that beretof ore, to-wit; at a Hustings: 
· Court held for the City of Richmond, at the Courthouse on: 
· the 7th day of June, 1948, J. M. Bossieux, Foreman, R. H-
Hardesty, Jr., Cha:s. E. Byrd, W. L. Childress, Henry W .. 
O'Grady and J. W. S. Gilchrist, were this day sworn a Spe-
cial Grand Jury of inquest in and for the -body of the Cit)r 
of Richmond, an9 having received their charge, were sent 
out of the Court and after some time returned and presented,. 
'tCommonwealth v. David Randolph, an indictment for a: 
felony, a true bill~,.,. 
And the· said Special Grand Jury,. I1a:.ving m>thing· fm'tber-
. to present, they are discharged .. 
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- In .the- Hustings Court of the Cify of RichmoncL 
.And at the same day, to-wit; at the sam.e Hustings Court,. 
held at the Courthouse of the said CHy, in the City Hall, on 
the 7th day of June, 1948; the following order· was enterecT,. 
to-wit; 
David Randolph v. Commonwealth of Virginia '1.7 
Commonwealth 
v. 
David Randolph, Dft. 
INDICTMENT FOR l\IURDER. 
It being suggested to the Court tllat the said defendant is 
probably of unsound mind, it is ordered that he be committed 
to the Central State Hospital for observation and report upon 
his mental con~ition. And it is further ordered that a copy 
of said indictment and of this order be forwarded to the Su-
perintendent of'the said Hospital. 
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In the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond. 
And at another day, to-wit; at the same Hustings Court,-
held at the Courthouse of tl1e said City, in the City Hall, OI\ 




David Randolph, Dft. 
INDICTMENT FOR. MURDER. 
Upon report· of Dr. M. S. Brent, Superintendent of the 
Central State Hospital, it is ordered that the Sergeant of this, 
City proceed to said Hospital ancl return with said defendant, 
holding him in custody awaiting the further orders of tbi~-
Courl ·· 
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In the Hustings Court. of the City of Richmond. 
And at another day, to-wit; at the same Hustings Court, 
held at the Courthouse of the said City, in the City Hall/·01i 
the 30th day of August, 1948, the following ot·der was·'en.r 
tered, to-wit; ' 
Commonwealth 
v. 
David Randolph, Dft. 
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INDICTMENT FOR l\UTRDER.. 
The Attorney for the Commonwealth this day moved the 
C~mrt to enter a 'Jiolle prosequi to the charge of first degree 
murder in the said indictment, which motion the Court doth 
grant and a nolle prosequ.i is hereby entered to tl1e charge 
of first degree murder. · 
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In the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond. 
And at another day, to-wit; at the same Hustings Court 
held at the Courthouse of the said City, -in the City Hall, on 




David Randolph, Dft. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER. 
~ 
The said defendant was this day led to the bar in the cus-
tody of the Sergeant of this City and being repreAented by 
counsel was arraigned upon the said indictment eharg·ing 
second degree. murder and pleaded not guilty to the same. 
And the Sergeant of this City having returned the writ of 
venfre facias iss-.;ied by order of thh:I Court entered August 23, 
1948, together with a list of fprty-four persons summoned by 
him in pursuance thereof and taken from the list forty-four 
'names drawn by the Clerk of this Court, in the presence of 
the J" udge of this Court., from the box and in the manner pre-
scribed by law, and from the veniremen so ·s1.1mmoned and 
att~nding a panel of twenty qualified jurors, free from excep-
tion for the trial of the defendant., was made up and com-
pleted. And the Attorney for the Commonwealth and the 
Attorney for the defendant lmving alternately, beg-inning 
with the Attorney for the Commonwealth, each stricken the 
n~es of four of the said venireman from the said panel, the 
r~inaining. twelve constituted th~ jury for the trial of the 
defendant, to-wit; Douglas VI. Lloyd, ·w. F. Bynum, James 
A. Blades, Parker H. Arnall, Roy A. Arnette, J. N. Cow3ll, 
J. H. Arendall, Robt. N. Eubank, E. R. Courtney, Ramon W. 
Andrews, Thorton M. Hill, ,v. E. Blake., who 
page 3A ~ were sworn the truth of and upon the premises to 
. speak, and having heard the evidence partially, 
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the counsel for the defendant moved the Court to declare a 
mistrial due to the lang·uage used by the Court in certain rul-
ings mad·e by the Court, which motion the Court doth grant 
:and Ramon W. Andrews, one of the jurors, is withdrawn, and 
a mistrial declared. And for reasons appearing to the Court 
this case is continued to our September Division of the July, 
1iext, term and the said def end.ant is remanded to jail. · 
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In the Husting·s Court of tl1e City of Richmond. 
And at another day, to-wit; at the same Hustings Court 
]1eld at the Courthouse of the said City, in the City Hall, on 




David Randolph, Dft. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER. 
The said defendant was this day again led to the bar in 
the custody of the Sergeant of this City and being repre-
sented by counsel and having plead not guilty to Murder in 
the Second Degree as charged, as entered herein September 1, 
1948., and the Sergeant of this City, having returned the writ 
of venire facias issued by the order of this Court September 
21, 1948, togetl1er with a list of twenty-nine persons sum-
moned by him in pursuance thereof and taken from the list of 
thirty-four names drawn by the Clerk of this Court in the 
presence of the Judge of this Court from the box and in the 
manner prescribed by law, and from the veniremen so sum-
moned and attending a panel of twenty qualified jurors, free 
from exception for the trial of the defendant, was made up 
:and completed. And the Attorney for the Commonwealth and 
the Attorney for the defendant having alternately, beginning 
with the Attorney for the Commonwealth, each stricken the 
names of four of the said veniremen from the said panel, the 
remaining· twelve constituted the jury for the trial of the 
defendant, to-wit; ,v. W. Blankenship, Robt. B. Lumpkin, 
.. Jr., August 0. Feitig, Andrew H. Adams, F. A. Farley, Alvin 
Abrams, Richard L. Adams, Aubrey A. Adcock, C. I. A.rnall, 
W. M. Blanks, "\"\T. Vv. Beverley, Jr., nnd Morris T. Tylm·, who 
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~ were sworn the truth of and upon the premises to 
page 30} speak, and having heard the evidence they are ad-
journed until 2 :15 for lunch. And having re.., 
turned to the Court at the bout stated, and having heard the 
arguments of counsel, returned a verdict in the following: 
wor,ds and fig·ures, to-wit ; "We the Jury find the accused 
guilty of second -degree murder and fix his punishment at 10 
years in the ·~eJJ..i'tentiary''. 
And thereupon the said defendant, by eounsel, moved the 
Court to set the said verdict aside aA being contrary' to the, 
law· aµd the evidence and for the misdirection of the jury by 
the Court and failure to sustain his motion to strike the evi-
dence, and to grant him a new trial, which motion the Court 
doth continue to October 13, 1948, at 2 :30 P. M. And there-
upon the said defendant is remanded to jail.. 
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In the Hustings Court of the City of Richmond . 
. 
And at another day, to-wit; at the same Hustings Court 
held at the Courthouse of the said City, in the City Hall, on 




David Randolph, Dft .. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER. (SECOND DEGR.F.,E.) 
The said defenda.nt was this day again led to the bar in 
the custody of the Sergeant of this City and being repre-
sented by counsel and the Court having heard the arg1m1ents 
of counsel on his motion, as entered l1erein September 23, 
1948, doth overrule the same, and to which action of the Court 
the said defendant excepts, and time is allowed him not to 
exceed sixty days in which to present his bills of exceptions. 
Whereupon it being demanded of the said defendant if any-
thing for himself he had or knew to say why the Court should 
not now proceed to pronounce judgment against him accord-
ing to law, and nothing being offered or alleged in delay there-
of, it is considered by the Court that the said David Randolph 
be confined in the Penitentiary for a term of Ten Years, this 
being the period by the ,Jury ascertained. And it is ordered 
that the Sergeant of this City do, when required so to do,. 
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Ifr. M. Markowitz. 
deliver the said defendant from the jail of this City to the 
Superintendent of the Penitentiary, in said Penitentiary to 
be confined and treated in the manner prescribed by law; 
said term to be credited by the time spent in jail waiting 
trial. 
. And thereupon the said defendant moved the 
page 3E } Court to suspend the execution of his sentence as 
he intended to appeal this case to the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia for a writ of eliror and swpe,·-
sedeas, which motion the Court doth grant and the execution 
of his sentence is suspended until January 4, 1949. 
And thereupon the said defendant is remanded to jail. 
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Hustings Court of the City of Richmond. 
And now at this day, to-wit; At a like Hustings Court, con-
tinued by adjournment and held in the Courthouse in the City 
Hall of the said City on the 17th day of November., 1948 (be-
ing the same day and year :first hereinbefore written) tbe fol-
lowing order was entered, to-wit: 
Commonwealth 
'l'. 
David Randolph, Dft. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER. (SECOND DEGREE.) 
The transcript of the evidenct.~ adduced, the objections to 
evidence and other incidents of· the trial was this day signed 
and sealed bv the Court and delivered to the Clerk of this 
Court and is· .. hereby made a part of the record in this cause. 
page 4 ~ DR. M. M:ARKO,VITZ, 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Haddon: 
0 Q. Docto·r, what are your initials t 
A. My initials are Dr. M:. Markowitz. 
Q. And you were one of the Coroners or the Coroner for 
the City of Richmond on the 7th of June of this yearJ 
A. That's right, yes, sir. · 
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Dr. lJf. 111urkowit:t. 
Q. Were you called out to the scene where a mnn named 
Riobard Manuel Wood was killed t 
: A. I was, 
Q. Where was itY 
A. I don't remember the addre~s, but it was about 5 :00 iu 
tha morning I was called out to the scefie, and the scene, as 
· 1 rome:rnber, was in the back room of the house. I don't re-
member the address. 
Q. Did you obser,•e the botly of Rfohard Manuel W oocl 
thoruY 
A. Yes, sir, I did. I observed the body and ehecked it for 
any trauma ot cause of death. Iu gflneral, it was clue to a 
rather large blasting- wound to the ehest, which I attributed 
to the cause of death. And on further examination there were 
· two individual bullet holes of larger caliber in the 
page 5 } buttocks; ono in each side. 
Q. Now, the bullet holes, how did the bullet holes 
hll.pptm_, from the front. or from the hack? 
A. The two oli the buttockA didn't have any point of exit 
and s~emed to be entering from the back. 
Q~ From the back f 
A. And the one in the cl1est from the front. 
Q. Now, the wound in the chest, just what was the extent 
of that wound? · · 
A. It seemed to he a close ran~·e ,,,ound like that from a 
~shotgun and with enough power '-to not only make n large 
hole in the chest, but actually blast portions of the· ribs out 
ol the wound. 
Q. And that caused his death? 
A. I attributed the cause of dent.It to that wound. 
Q, Now, did you examine the body and the clothes with 
rof(H'tmce to wbethet he liad any gun on hih1, or arty money? 
A.. I was asked by the Officet at the time, as I said beforet 
to examine the body and help get any identification and see 
what was in the clothes and acco1·ding to my notes, as I said 
once before, all I bad on my notes was, definitely ''No money; 
no weapon.'' 
Q. And that was in the pres~nce of the Offi~er 1 
A. That's right. 
Q. Did you, or do you nm1ernber how thQ body 
page 6 } was laying 7 -
A. I don't now, sir. I know it was stretched out, 
but whether on his back or on his fac<~, I don't remember. 
Mr. Haddon: A.11 right, sir. 
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CROSS EXAMINATtON. 
By Mr. Carwile: 
Q. Y ~u said, Doctor, that the police officer requested you 
to examtile the pockets t 
A. rhat's right. . _ . . . Q. And do you tecall definitely and positively whether you 
found .. a. pocke{book on ~1im or not? . . . . _ 
.A.._ Wen, ~s I snid b~fore., _Mr. Carwile, that.I couldn't_re-
~nembe1~ bef~re, put t atn w!lling· to say fiow that I. cnn def-
mi.tely recall tak1rtg a pocketbook from one 0£ his pockets. 
Q. To the bes_t of your rec<>llectton, there was iiothing in 
his packets at all, was th~re, identi:flcntion, pocketbook, gun, 
or anything else? · 
A. Well, as I say.now, I am pretty sure I took a. pocketbook 
from one of his pockets, and the ohly written stuff I have got 
on my records are ''No money; no weapons.'' 
Q. Now, why are you pretty sure you took a pocketbook 
from his pocket today and weren't pretty sure before? 
A. Well, the thing wasn't really brought to my 
page 7 } attention until you started questioning me "about it. 
At the time I said I just couldn't remember. On 
continually recaliing· and re-thinking about it, I can remem-
1)01'. 
Q. Do you recall, Doctor, on the last time you were as~ecl. 
this question: '' Do you think you can recall whether he had 
anything in his pockets?'' You answered: '' I don't believe 
he did.' Do you tett1ett1ber making that attswer to the ques-
tion Y 
A. Yes. I just said I could not recall him having anything 
or my takin~ anything out, but I am willing to say that now 
I c~n remember taking· out a pocketbook. . . 
Q. In other words, the last tim~ you testified you couldn't 
remember taking anything out ot his pocket., but _now after a 
longer period of time bas elapsed you do remember taking a. 
pocketbook out? . 
A. That's right, but after a longer pedod I have been cqn-
tinually thinking about it and bringing· the case to mi.lid. Be-
fore, I never thought I would be asked that question. 
Q. And since the last time you, testified in court have you 
talked to anybody about this pocketbook t 
A. Not until just a few minutei:; ago. 
Q. You talked to the Commonwealth's Attorney about it 
just a few minutes ago, didn't yon? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
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page 8 ~ RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Haddon: 
Q. But your record does show on your record that there 
was no money or no pistol? 
A. The actual wording on my record is this: ''No money; 
no weapon.'' · . . · 
Q. Doctor,-about how many-without your 1·ecord showing 
a thing, about how inany cases a month or a year do you prob-
ably attend? I don't mean murder cases, hut I 1-r..ean any ;:ic-
cidental cases f 
A. Well, the most we have ever had in one mouth was ap-
proximately 19 or 20 apiece. 
Mr. Haddon: All rig·ht, sir. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
B'y Mr. Carwile : 
Q. Doctor, you mean tI1ey had 19 or 20 murders in Rich-
mond in one month t 
A. No, sir, that accounts for all coroner cases in which we 
investigated.. 
Mr. Haddon: No. I asked him about murde1"' cases as well 
as accidental cases or any other violence • 
.A.. (Continued} We have in the average of 19 to 20 cases·, 
there will be one or two traumatic cases. The rest 
page 9 ~ will be some sort of unusual or death without medi-
cal attendance. 
Mr. Haddon: That's all. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
Witnessed excused by the Court. 
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follows: 
J. L. BAHR, 
Police Officer, being first duly sworn, testliled :a~ 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Haddon: 
·Q. Your name is J. L. Bahr? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are a police officer for the City of Richmond and 
have been for some yearsY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you called to the scene of this killing of Richard 
Manuel Wood by the accused, David Randolph Y 
A. I don't know exactly who put the call in,' but it Mm~ 
over tbe air. 
Q. I say, you were called to the scene? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, did you answer the calH 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where was it? 
A. At 1216 North 2nd Street. ·:, 
Q. About what time? 
A. The actual time was 10 minutes to 5 :00, the Radie 1,og 
showed when I looked it up yesterday. 
Q. When you got the call¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 11 ~ Q. How long did it take you to get there; 
A. Approximately three minutes. 
Q. Now, when you got there just tell the Jury what you 
fouud. 
A. When we arrived tl•er•J on-w1.n·ki1!~ on '-lune 7th an,d 
the 8th was that morning, I will say between 7 and 8 min-µtes 
to 5 :00 we noticed David Randolph was out in front of the 
house and he said he had had shot somebody on the inside of 
the house. We went in the house and saw the m:an, $0 
I came back out to the radio car and put a call in for 
15, 28 and the ambulance. So we went back in wh~» 
the detectives arrived on the scene. The body the'n 
was slouched down against the wall by a door and so we 
looked around and there were two shots fired into the doot 
and then I helped the man turn the corpse over and be 
found two bullet holes in the rear. Then we looked around 
to see if we could find-(interrupted) 
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Q. Well now, about the shotgun. Did you find where-the 
doctor described that though. 
A .. He. was shot aproximately right along in here as near 
as I could tell (indicating). 
Q. Now then, did you all pursuant to the statement made 
to you by the accused, did you search the rooms there to 
see whether you could find any other weapons than the ones 
you got from the accused Y 
A. Yes, sir. We moved a number of pieces of 
page 12 ~ furniture in the room to look all the way around, 
which the lieutenant of the detective force ordered 
us to do. We also looked in the stove for another gun. 
David Randolph told me previous to the time that this man 
held him up in the beginning of the 600 block North 2nd 
Street and made him march down 2nd Street from the 600 
block to 1216 North 2nd Street, with his hands raised above 
his head. I asked him how long it had been since that hap-
pened and he said about 20 to 25 minutes ago, which would 
have been daybreak at that time. 
Q. Did he say whether or not that the accused got any 
money from him on 2nd Street? 
A. As near as I could understand from what he told me, 
that the man was carrying him ho.me to make him get the 
money out of a drawer at his home. He never made any 
statement that· the man had taken any money off him on the 
street or not. 
Q. At that time he had not? 
A. No, sir, The man seemed to nppear to be in hysterics. 
Q. You mean-
A. Excited and hysterics, yes, sir. He did have a revolver 
on him when we got to llim, ,vhich he give to us. 
· Q. Were you there when this Dr. Markowitz-did you all 
request Dr. Markowitz to search him? 
· A. Yes, sir, I asked him. 
page 13 ~ Q. I mean the deceased f 
A. I asked him to look in his pockets for some 
identification so we could get the name and address for our 
report. · 
Q. Now, when he searched him, did he have any pistol on 
him! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Or any other ·weapon? 
· A. No, sir. I helped him turn the corpse over .. 
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Q. And did he find any money on him 1 
A. No, sir, he did not. 
Q .. Then you say you did, that you all made a thorough 
search. How many rooms did you search T 
A. Three rooms. 
Q. Three rooms? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say you moved the furniture and looked in the 
room-· 
A. The room where the corpse was, yes, sir .. 
Q. Trying to find another gun T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you say you did not find another gun 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, that was in the City of Richmond 1 
A. Yes, sir, 1216 North 2nd Street. 
Mr. Haddon: All right, sir. 
page 14 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Carwile: 
~Q. Now, officer, was it dayHghU 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Was it light enough on the outside to reflect sufficient 
lig·ht on the inside for you. to see about in the house without 
a light, without artificial light 1 
A. No, sir, we had a light on, his electric light on, and we 
had three flashlights. 
Q. I see. You had three flnshlig·hts on had bis ligbt on! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, why did you need three flashlights if 11is lights 
were on? 
A. Well, he had a small bulb in the room at the time. 
Q. Now Office~, I wish you would look the Jury right in 
the face rig·ht now and tell them isn't it a fact that the socket 
and the light bulb and everything was pulled down in that 
room that you found the dead body, and isn't it a fact that 
you hooked up something into the kitchen and lmcl a little 
small bulb reflecting from the kitchen into the room where 
the dead body was lying. Isn't that a fact 1 
A.. Repeat your question, please. I don't understand it. 
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page 15 } Mr. Carwile: Well, it is kind of long to repeat. 
Q. Isn't it a fact that when yon got there that the socket 
and the light· bulb was pulled down out of the front room 
where you fo-q.nd the body, or the living room where you found 
the body,, and that you had to make a connection into his 
kitchen and h·ad a little weak bulb reflecting from the kitchen 
into the room where the body was, and it was very difficult 
to see around in that room. Now isn't that a fact? 
A. In fact, I didn't put the light on at all. The detectives. 
put the light on. 
Q. Now where was the light 1 In the room you found the 
body or in the kitchen 1 
A. In the room I found the body, but they put the light 
on themselves. 
Q. Well, why did you have three flashlights in there if the-
light was on!· 
A. To look underneath the furniture for the gun that be-
told us the man had the other gun. 
Q. You mean you needed three flashlights in addition to 
the bulb¥ 
A. In fact, I had one and they had two .. 
Q. I see. Three flashlights, one bulb, and some daylight 1 
A. Well, there was no daylight when he had the-
pag·e 16 ~ shutters all closed. That was in the midd]e room,. 
Mr. Carwile. In fact, the man was killed in the: 
middle room, which is supposed to have been his· dining room, 
as I understand, between the kitchen and tlte bedroom. 
Q. Don't you know, Officer, that in that room where you 
found the body that the bulb had been pulled down in the 
floor· and it had to be repaired the next morning Y 
A. No, sir, I didµ't think it was. In fact, they had the 
light on when I went in, just like I told you. 
Q. Did they lmve a bulb on in the room where the body 
wasY 
A. Yes, sir, small electric light bulb. 
Q. Now you said the accused, the defendant, looked hysteri-
calY _ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he told you he had been robbedf 
A. Yes, sir, he said the man robbed him up on at tl1e end 
of the 500 block and beginning of the 600 block and made 
him march down the street with his hands over his head. 
Q. He told you he was robbed about two-thirds of the 700 
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block coming from t11e Heat Waves Club on the 500 block, 
clidn 't bet 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now isn't the Heat-,Yaves Club on the 500 block, or do 
you know? 
page 17 ~ A. The Heat Vv aves Y 
Q. The Heat vVaves Club, yes¥ 
A. No, sir, there is no Heat Waves Club in the 500 block 
that I know of. There is one in the 600 block. 
Q. I see. Well, he did telJ you he hacl been at the Heat 
Waves Club, didn't he! 
A. I couldn't definitely make the statement he did. I didn't 
know what club he had been to. He didn't tell me exactly 
which club he had been to. I have alreadv made the state-
ment that he told me that it was the ending of the 500 block 
and beginning· of the 600 block 011 North 2nd Street. 
Q. Anyhow, he told you a man stuck him up -and: tried to 
take some money off of him on the street and followed him 
on home, didn't l1e f 
A. He said a man stuck him up and the man made him go . 
home to get the money. He didn't say anything to me about 
the money there. · 
Q. Now Officer, clo you know wliether or not David Ran-
dolph, the defendant here, had made a report to the police 
department hefore you got there 7 
A. I don't know what he did, but somebody-he told me 
he bad told somebody to call the police, but they didn't give 
the details of it because if thev did it would have come on 
the air different from what it did. 
Q. Did he ·tell you he went to the undertaker's 
pag·e 18 ~ at first and tried to call the police T 
A. No, sir, he didn't. He said he got some lady 
there to call is the way I understood him to say. 
Mr. Carwile: I think thnt is all. 
Mr. Haddon. No fmther quei:;tions. 
·witness stood aside. 
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page 19 ~ SERGEANT J.P. M. TA.YLOR, 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXA.l\UN.A.TION. 
By Mr. Haddon: 
Q. You are Sergeant el. P. M. Taylor? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And a member of the polire force of the City of Rich-
mond! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. We.re you one of the detectives that was called by Mr. 
BahrY 
A. Yes, sir, and Lieut. Kelly. 
Q .. How long did it take you an to get there? 
A~ Well, I imagine around 10 or 15 minutes. 
Q. When you g·ot there had the body been removed? 
A. No, $ir. 
Q. Now what did you all do after you got there? 
A. Well, when we arrived there Officer ........ was there 
and we went into the house. This body was laying in the 
middle room and his head laying near a door. And as Officer 
Bahr just testified, the gunshot was here (indicating) and 
iu his back part of his buttocks lie had two bullet holes and 
two other bullet holes in the wall, the door. 
Q. That was four bullets in alH 
page. 20 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, in pursuanee to what he stated to you 
that. this man had a gun, the man that was killed, did you all 
.make a search-what sort of a search did you make to try 
and s.ee if you could find a gun f 
A. Well, after he told us the man had held him up we made 
a thorough search for a gun thinking· that we would find a 
gun. vVe searched the kitchen, the living-room, the body was 
found in, and also the bedroom. 
Q. 'Did you move the furniture trying to find it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other words, you made a thorough search ·r 
Mr. Carwile: I object, Your Honor. I think he iR leading 
the· witness in suggesting different pieces of furniture and 
trying to help him out to make a complete search. 
The Court : All rigM, sir. 
Q. Just tell the Jury wl1at kind of a s_earcb you made and 
why you made it, particularly why you made it 1 
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A. Well, it was natural after him saying the man had held 
him up for us to search and look for a gun on the body or on 
the premises, so we di.d make a thorough search. 
Q. A.nd did you find a gun T · 
A. No, sir, we didn't find no g·un. 
Q. Now, were yo:n p:resent when the coroner 
page 21 } went th1·ough his clothes7 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. State. whether or not there was any money foundt 
A. He didn't find any money at all. He. found a pocket-
book and in the pocketbook that is how we found the per-
son's name that was killed by the identification in the pocket-
book. · 
Q .. Aud what time of morning was this? 
A. ·when we got there, I would say a few minutes after 5 :00 
.around 5 oi'clock or few minutes after. 
Q . .And that was in the City of Richmond 1 
A. Yes, sir, 1216 North 2nd Street. 
Mr. Haddon: That's all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Carwile : 
WQ. Now officer, when you got there David Randolph, the· 
defendant, did turn over to you police officers a pistol b~long-
ing to him and also a shotgun,J didn't he f 
.li.. The pistol, Mr. Bahr already had t.ha t in his possession 
when we arrived. Now, as for the shotgun, the shotgun was 
found in the bedroom and the shotg1.m had been broken apart 
-I mean by broken, the stock and the barrel to the gun, it 
was a double-barrel sl1otgun, the stock and the barrel to the · 
gun was laying on the bed and the piece that con-
page 22 } nected the two together was laying over on the 
dresser. 
Q. Now, if you· bad in your possession a Rhotgun and also 
a pistol, indicating· that each man was armed, why were you 
looking for another gun! 
Mr. Haddon: The evidence is, the man himself' stated he 
shot him with a pistol and he shot him with a sl10tg-un. 
Q. Now, if you l1ad found two firearms already, had two 
firearms already in your possession, did you think that both 
of those belonged to the accused 1 
,1 i. 
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A., The reason, Mr. Carwile, we searched for another gun 
was because this man to begin with, we searched for another 
gun because he said the man bad held him up and marched 
clown 2nd Street with a pistol. 
Q. Well, what led you to think that both the pistol and the-
gun belonged to David Randolph? . 
A. By Mr. Bahr having the pistol and _saying that Ran-
dolph had turned the pistol over to him. 
Q. Well, ":hen a murder is committed., officer, generally 
speaking, isn 't·.it .a fact if two weapons are found on the-
scene that you would assume that each man had a weapon f 
A. Mr. Carwile, as I told you, Mr. Bahr, when we arrived 
there, he had the pistol which Randolph had turned 
page 23 } over to him. After searching· the body and s~arch-
ing the premises and going into the other room, we 
found the shotgun, as I told yon, on the bed, broken apart .. 
The barrel and stock were laying on the bed and the piece 
that connected the two was lying· over on the dreeser. 
Q. Now, isn't it a fact, officer, that at the time you made 
the search the light bulb and the socket had been pulled down 
out of the room in which the body was lying Y 
A. While we were searching tl1e premises eacl1 one of us 
had a searchlight, this was a small bulb, and some way or an-
other, I don't know whether he hung his foot on it or some-
thing, anyhow Lieut. Kelly pulled the light or knocked the 
light down and the light fell from the socket. It was just a 
small bulb. 
Q. Then you all made a connection in the kitchen; had a 
little lig·ht from tlrn kitchen. shining· in this room, didn't you '1 
A. That's right., and we used our searchlights. 
Q. Why did you have to make an artificial contraption in 
the kitchen if your searchlight was sufficient? 
A. The light was out. In other ·words, Mr. Carwile, the 
kitchen door and the window, there was enough light in the 
kitchen for you to search even ff you I1ad to have any light 
. in searclling and we did in looking for the gun. 
page 24 ~ Q. Well, if there was enough daylight cominµ; 
into the kitchen, why did you make any connection 
or any contraption at all to aid you? 
A. That was in a different room where flle body was. 
Q. Were you present-did yon talk to David Randolph 
down at the station around 9 o'clock that morning? 
A. No, sir, did not. 
Q. And did you come with officer Wakefield back to the 
house around 12 o'clockf 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. And were you present when Jack Young presented of-: 
fleer Wakefield with a gun t 
A. I don't know that he did. 
Q. I say you weren't pre~ent, were you T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. I see. That is all you know about it then, what you 
testified to about what you found at the house, about you 
making a search for a third gun and failing to find oneY 
A. That's right. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
Witness stood aside. 
pag·e 25 ~ LT. E. A. KELLY, 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EX.Al\:fINATION. 
By Mr. Haddon: 
Q. Lieutenant, you are a lieutenant on the police force for 
the City of Richmond? · 
A. Yes, sir, I am. 
Q. You were with Mr. Chalkley w·ho just testified, Sergeant 
Chalkley, I believe! 
A. Sergeant Taylor. 
Q. Seregant Taylor., I meant t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVere you present when the search was made to see if 
you could find a pistol? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The third or second pistol? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Just state to the Jury ,,1hat search you all made, how 
vou made it? 
· A. We searched it thoroug·hly. vVe moved the furniture 
and looked in everything· and on the commode, in the stove, 
and, in fact, the shotgun shell, empty shell was found in the 
stove. 
Q. You say the empty sliotgun shell was found in the stove? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
pag·e 26 ~ Q. Now, did you find any pistol other than the 
one the accused turned over to Mr. Bahr! 
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A. No,·sir. 
· Q. Now, were you present when th.e coroner went through 
his clothes f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. State whether or not they found any money on him f 
A. Found no money; found a pocketbook with the identifi-
cation of the deceased and that was about all, a few paperR 
in the pocketbook. The deceased 'R pockets to his trousers, 
the two pockets (indicating), the lining was hanging out. 
Q. At the time you got there? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Was that before or after the coroner had arrived 1 
A. That was before the coroner came. 
· Q. Before the coroner came? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you all didn't do anything to the body until the 
coroner camef 
A. That's right. 
Mr. Haddon: All rig·ht, sir. 
page 27} CROSS EX.Al\UNATION. 
By Mr. Carwile: 
Q. Now, officer, you say when you got there that the lining 
was hanging out two of the pockets? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You mean both left and right pockets f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then I assume you reached the conclusion then some-
body had already searched the· pockets, dicln 't yon? 
A. It appeared that way, yes., sir. 
Q. You say the coroner hadn't gotten there at that t.imef 
. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He had got there at that time? 
A. Had not got there at that time. They were like that 
when he examined the bodv . 
. Q. And each pocket had the lining pulled out like it liad 
been searchedY . 
. A. These two pockets in front . 
. Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
· Mr. Haddon: That's all. 
Witness stood aside. 
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page 28} SGT. F. K WAKEFIFJLD, 
being first duly sworn, testified as f oµ~ws.: _ 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Haddon: 
Q. Now Sergeant, I believe you are Police Sergeapt for 
the City of Richmond? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you come in on this investigation 7 
A. On the same morning about 9 :00 A. M. 
Q. Did you get a written statement at that time from David 
Randolph! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he signed it f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it a voluntary statement on his parU 
A. It was, sir. 
(Note: Statement was handed to counsel for" defendant to 
read.) 
Q. Is that the statement lie signed t . 
(Statement is handed to the witness.) 
A. Yes, sir, this is the statement. 
Mr. Haddon: Your Honor, I want to introclure tlrnt state-
ment. 
The Court: All right, sir. 
page 29 ~ Mr. Haddon: This is a statement of Dnvid Ran-
dolph-
(Reading statement.) 
''I, David Randolph, residing at 1216 North 2nd Street, do 
willingly and voluntarily make the following statement to 
detective sergeants Wakefield and R. E. Chalkley in ref er-
ence to the death of Richard M:. ·wood, which occurred about 
4:55 A. M. June 7, 1948, at 1216 North 2nd Street. 
I left my home about 10:00 P. M .• June 6th and went to a 
Club known as the Bat's Club on 2nd street between Leigh 
and Jackson streets, ordered a few drinks and saw the floor 
show. From the Bats Club I went to the Club across the 
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street and met a boy called ''Snooks'' and I asked him to 
have a drink with me and gave the man at the bar a $10.00 
bill to take out for the drinks. After I got the change I put 
it in my shirt pocket and we drank the whiskey, then it was 
about 2 o'clock in the morning and I started home walking 
north on 2nd s.treet and as I got near the middle of the block 
between Puval -and Jackson on 2nd street somebody touched 
me in the hack_. First he said, ''Don't move, or I will shoot. 
Give all tl1e. money you've got.'' Then he told me to keep 
my hands up and the man searched my pants pockets. The-
man could not find any money in my pants pockets. 
page 30 ~ and wanted to know where my money was. I tokl 
him it was in my shirt pocket and he reached in 
the pocket taking the money his ow11Relf. He asked me if I 
had anymore money and I told him I had some more at home. 
The man then made me walk from this place, 700 block north 
2nd to my home which is 1216 north 2nd streot\vith my bands 
in the air. While I was walking I did not see a police officer. 
When we got to the front porch I went to open the door, but 
he took the keys off of me and opened the door himself. I 
told bim the money was in the dresser drawer and he told 
me to get it out a~d give it to him. Instead of getting the-
money I picked up the pistol that was in the drawer and shot 
the man. The man kind of wavered a little bit and looked 
like he was trying to pull something out of his pocket and I 
dropped the pistol and gmbbed the gun, the shotgun which 
was near the dresser in the corner, and fired at the man with 
it. I don't recall whether I fired the shotgun once or twice. 
I left the house and looked for the police and called the 
police from Moss Funeral Home on north 1st street. I was 
gone about 45 minutes and when I returned home the police 
were there. The man was lying on the floor in the middle-
room and the two guns were still there. The police arrested 
me and carried me to tI1e station and Mabel Mor-
page 31 ~ ris, my sister and her husband called me and told 
me the police had been to my house and found $70 
in my wardrobe closet. This occurred on the same morning 
I was arrested. 
(Sig11ed) DAVID R.ANDOLPH'' 
: (Statement filed.) 
· Q. Is that the statement he made to you about the money 
being taken on the street and also the ma:n had a gun y· 
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A. Yes, sir, that's the sµme statement. 
Q. Now, I believe you are the one they brought the ~f-y~nd 
pistol or the third gun, whichever you choose to c~ll it. w,nat 
time of day did they bring tlmt to you f 
A. About noon we went to 1.216 North 2nd Stre~t t~ vi~w 
the scene for ourselves and a colored man livi~g in the ff pnt 
room met us in the hallway-his name was Jack Y QUJlg'-fl~d 
we asked him the exact location it occurred and he ·1~« u~ 
back to the back of that part of the house and showeq µ~ 1tll~ 
room. And after we looked the room over he offereq 'H~· a 
pistol, which he claimed he found in that particuhrr, nwm 
when he was cleaning· up the mess which had been m&qf. 
Q. What time did he claim he found iU 
A. He said after the police and everyone had left. He 
didn't give any definite hour. 
::M:r. H~ddon: All right, sir. 
page 32 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Carwile: 
Q. The main thing you know about the case, offic~r, is tliat 
written statement just read by the Commonwealth's 4\-ttor-
ney, wasn't it? 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Carwile: Thank you very much. That's all. 
Mr. Haddon: That's the case. 
Commonwealth rests. 
}fr. Carwile: Mav we have a few minutes recess, Y' 9ur 
Honor? · 
Tbe Court: All right, sir. The Court will recess fpr, fly~ 
minutes. 
page 33 ~ DEFENDANT'S EVIDENCE. 
DAVID RANDOLPH (colored), 
being first duly worn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Carwile: 
Q. Your name is David Randolph? 
A. Yes., sir, that's right. 
Q. ,,That kind of work do you do, David? 
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A. I work for Shoch 's Wholesale Florist. 
Q. And where is that located, David Y 
A. 110 North Jefferson Street. 
Q. How long have you been employed there T 
A. Around about eleven years. 
Q. Around eleven years? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Now David, I want you to look at the jury here and tell 
them clearly and distinctly in your own words exactly what 
took place on this night that ]{ichard vVood was killed? 
A. First of all, gentlemen of the Jury, Judge, Your Honor, 
and Mr. Attorney, when this first happened, of ()Ourse, I 
couldn't get it quite clear-(interrrupted) 
Mr. Haddon: Wait a minute. I can't hear what he said. 
Mr. Carwile: Talk a little louder. 
page 34 } Mr. Haddon: I can't understand what lie savs. 
Mr. Carwile: ·well, he has a little difficulty with 
his speech. 
Mr .. Haddon: I understand. 
Mr. Carwile: Just take your time and don't rush, but talk 
clear and loud. 
A. (continued) Gentlemen of the ,Jury, Judge Honor and 
Mr. Commonwealth's .Attorney, on the night of June 6th I left 
my home with a boy named Robert ,Tones and he had two 
young ladies with him, so we lcf t our home and started for a 
club known as the Bats Cluh. So after we went to the Bats 
Club, that was around between 10 :00 and 11 :00, and so we· 
stayed at the Bats and saw a floor show and this boy Robert 
tT ones left me there and told me to wait until he come back. 
So I stayed at the Bats Club until after the floor Rho,,1 and 
that was around about near 2 o'clock. Then in tl1e meantime 
at the Bats I met some more friends of mine, also a boy 
called ''Snooks"., then we left there and went to a club arross 
the.street known as Heat Waves. After WP got to the Heat 
W ~ves I met, this boy Snooks and myse If met some different 
other friends there also. So then they they treated me to a 
few drinks and-interrupted) 
page 35 ~ Mr. Carwile: I don't think His Honor and the 
gentlemen of the· ,Jury can hear you. I eau't bear 
you very well myself. I wish you would talk a little louder. 
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A. (Continued) After I left this club known as the Bats 
Club, then I went across the street to another club known as 
the Heat Waves. 
Q. Now where is the Heat Waves Club located! 
A. That is located in the 600 block on 2nd street. 
Q. Where do you live Y 
A. In the 1200 block on 2nd street. 
Q. Now go ahead from th~t point. 
A. Then after we got to the Heat v,.r aves Club, this boy 
Snooks and I, we met some more friends over there and we 
all had a few drinks together and then I cashed a ten dollar 
bill there and bought a few drinks there also and exchanged . 
drinks with them. So we stayed there for quite awhile end I 
left there around about 2 :30, and so then I started home. 
After I left the club in the 600 block on 2nd street I started 
north going toward home and after I got a little over balf-
way in the 700 block going north I felt something· nudge me 
in the back and just at the time I started to turn why then 
that time this fellow punched me with the gun he had and 
said, ''Don't move 'cause this is a stick-uJ>, and give me all 
the money you've got.'' So then I started to reach 
page 36 ~ in my pocket my ownself and that time he said, 
"Raise your hands in front of you and tell me 
where it's at." I told him then, I said, "W.ell, my money is 
in my pocket, my shirt pocket.'' So l1e searched my pants 
pockets and took what money I had from my sl1irt pocket. 
Then he asked me, he says, "ls thi~ all the money you goU" 
So I told him-I said, ''Yes, it is.'' So he says, says then, 
"Where's your pocketbook?" I told him., I says, "This is 
all the money I got.'' So he tolil me then, he says, ''Unless 
you tell me where the rest of it is I am goina shoot you.'' Af-
ter he told me he was going to shoot me, I got kiudn s~ared 
then and pleaded with him not to shoot me and I say~, ''I've 
given you all t11e money I've got, but I've got some more 
money at home and I live just a few more blocks down the 
street and I'm willing' to give it to you rather than have 
you shoot me down in the street.' By that time he told me, 
~aid "All right, keep your hands up and start walking." So 
T walked then from the 700 block on down to the block which 
I live and when I got to the house and started on through the 
hallway into the room which leads out to the back alley-
Q. Now, when you got to the house who opened the door f 
A. When I got to the house, why then at that time he also 
~·ot the keys from me, and so he commanclecl me to unlock 
the door and he kind of backed awa.y from me. So when I 
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unlocked the door by that time he stepped up close 
page· 37 ~ behi:qq me a1:1d took one hand by my collar and 
took his foot and shoved the door open. After we 
got into the hquse then he held the gun close up behind me 
and so thep. I p1_-1t t~~ Hghts on in the room in which we wer~ 
in, but my keys were still on the outside of the lo~k. By that · 
time he took his· foot anq shoved the d<>or together, and that 
time he told m~, .says, '' All rig·ht, all right, let's have this 
money 'canse if y~u make a false move I'm gonna shoot you.'" 
By that time he asks me, l1e says, "Wnere is iU" I told him.~ 
I say, ''It's in the next room, which is my bedroom, in the 
dresser drawer." From the time we entered the house my 
· door that leads from the outside of the house--you see thesP 
. are two adjoining rooms-the room to my bedroom door was 
open because I wasn't expecting, in other words,. the door 
from my 'bedroom was open, so that time he followed me on 
from this second room into my bedro<>m and when I got to 
the bedroom he stood right in the door of the bedroom and 
that time he drew his gun out and told me, 8aid '' AH right, 
all right, g·et that money. If you make one false move I'm 
gonna shoot you." So I plead with him, I said, ''Don't shoot,. 
I s~ys, I get the money, it's in the dresser drawer.'' So when 
I pulled the dresser drawer open I also had a gm1 of my own 
in the dresser drawer. So then I could see him through the 
mirror and as I started getting the money up by degrees, put-
. ting a few dollar bills up on the dresser at a time-
page 38 ~ Then after he seen me pile a few dollars up on the 
dresser by that time had his gun levelled and he 
kinda lowered his g1m a little bit and started to reach for the-
money and that is when I grabbed my gun --I didn't face him, 
just grabbed my gun and kinda f.hrew it to my left side and 
started firing· like this you know (indicating) and after I 
fired all the bullets from my gun that time he had backed 
back to the next room and when he backed back to the next 
room that time I laid the pistol down and gi·abbed my shot-
gun., which was in the corner, because he was still in th~ l1ouse 
then, you see, still in this here back room. Then I got the 
shotg'Un and started back toward the door where he was stand-
and he had backed back clean across this other room and was 
standing right in the corner rigllt near this here door and 
the chesterfield and so he ha~l himself. kinda braced up ag·ainst 
the wall. This gun he had, he had it levelled at me the time 
I got the door open. This time he got the gun levelled I got 
the door open and this time I plugged him with the shotgun 
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and when the shotgun blast bit him he kinda fell and kinda 
turned over to his side and as he fell this gun that was· in 
his hand fell to the floor right down by the chesterfield. He 
kinda slumped on ·kind of an angle with his head toward the 
door. You see, that was the door in wbieh we came in. 
So then in order to get out, so then after I shot him down, 
I had to come to the outside, come around from my 
page 39 ~ kitchen door and come to the outside of the house 
to get my keys ~mt of the door. 
So in the meantime after I got the door open this boy that 
stayed with me called Jack Young, he heard the shooting and 
came out to find out what was the matter, and so I told him 
that a man robbed me in the street and also tried to rob me 
at the house. So then I asked him first about calling the of-
ficers and he told me tl1at, being it was so late he didn't know 
anywhere close around ]1e could make a phone call, so I told 
him, I said, "Well Jack, you stay right here and I'll make 
the phone call my own self. '' So I left the house then and I 
went around to one or two houses in the neighborhood which 
had phones, so by it being· lnte at night I had._difficulty getting 
someone up. So in the meantime I proceeded on around to 
1st Street, thoug·ht I'd try places on First Street, then I con-
tinued on to Moss Funeral Home which is located on 1st and 
when I got there I pushed the door open so I could get the 
receiver up and so I dialed the operator and I said, '' Opera-
tor., operator, please scnd-msh ambulance and police officer 
to 1216 North 2nd Street rigl1t away.'' So then I started 011 
hack.home and on tl1e way back I stopped back by this house 
which I knocked on the door 'first on first street and hollered 
through the window to the fellow that lived there, and I told 
him, I said-the fellow was in bl~cl-so I told him, I said. 
'' Listen, rush tl1e police officer to my house on 2nd 
page 40 ~ street as soon as possible.'' So then I went on 
back to the l1onsc. Then as soon as I got back to 
the house I waited there, I ·would ~my, around near· about half 
an hour-it was a long wait l1efore the officer got there. So 
w·hen the officer came I told him what happened, so then they 
arrested me and took me on to tlle Station. · 
Q. Now did you talk to Officer ,vake:fielcl at the Station 
House? 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. About 9 o'clock in the mor.ning? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And did you tclll the police officers on tl1at day exactly 
w1iat you have testified here today? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you admit to them tliat both the. gun and the pistol 
were your's 1 
A. Yes, sir. _ 
Q. Did Jack Young live there with you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does he live on the first floor or Recond floor f 
A. He stays on the first floor in the front room. 
Q. Now, when this fellow nudged you in the back with a 
~;un, what block were you in?· · 
A. I was in the 700 block on 2nd street. 
page 41 ~ Q. About how far down the block were you? 
A. I was a little better than half-way. 
Q. How far is that from the cluh, the Heat Waves CluM 
A. That is around ahout-abont-
Q. What block is the Heat Waves Club in-? 
A. Heat Waves Club, that's in the 600 block. 
Q. And you were about two-thirds of the 700 block when 
he nudged you? 
A. That's right. 
Q. About what tirne of night was it 1 
A. That was around about a qnarter to 3 :00. 
Q. Quarter to 3 :00 on Sunday night? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were there many people much on the street, was it 
noisy? 
A. No one on tlie street at all. 
Q. Sunday night at 3 o'clock is very quiet? 
A. Yes, sir. Most all the clufo, cloRe up early. 
Q. Who were you drinking with at the Heat ,vaves Club? 
A. I met around two or three friends of mine tliere. A 
boy called "Snooks'\ and I also saw Dr. Davis there and. a 
young lady and they treated me to a few drinks in exch~mge 
and that is what I broke the ten dollar bill for to 
page 42 ~ return them. 
Q. They treated you to a few drinks and tl1eu 
you broke the ten dollar hill and treated tllem? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Approximately how mueh money did you l1ave in your 
shirt pocket when you came on down the street and tbis follow 
nudged you in the hack? 
A. Right around about between, I would say around about 
six or seven dollars. 
Q. You spent abont four dollars! 
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A. That's right. 
Q. This fellow that followed you to your house and at-
tempted·to take your money, had you ever seen him before! 
A. No, sir. One thing I would like to mention too, when 
I saw his face through the mirror he was wearing a pair of 
sunglasses. 
Q. Dark sunglasses Y 
A. Yes, sir, dark sunglasses and bad a hat kinda pulled 
down across his face. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Haddon: 
· Q. How much had you been drinking? 
A. Well, you know, a few drinks is all. 
page 43 } Q. About how many drinks had you had T 
A. I had l1ad around about four drinks. Of 
course, they were kinda little small glasses about so high. 
Q. Now, you tell the jury that after you had gotten out 
on 2nd street that this dead man touched you in the back 
with a gun. Is that what you said f 
A. That's right. 
Q. And how much money did he get from you? 
A. He got around six dollars, or seven f 
Q. So he got six or seven dollars out of your vest pocket Y 
A. Out of my shirt pocket. 
Q. Out of your shirt pocket? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then you say he marched you about five blocks with 
your hands in the air f 
A. That's right. 
Q. Down 2nc1 Street? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And lie had a gun? 
I . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then you told the jury when you got there he made you 
give him the key to your house? 
A. He took the keys off me himself. . 
Q. He took the keys off of you. A ncl he opened 
pag·e 44 } the door? 
A. After we got to the house there he· handed 
the keys to me and I unlocked the door. As I unlocked the 
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door then he took his hand and kinda held it on my collar 
and the gun right at my back .. 
Q. Still had the gun! 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. And so far as you know he still had the seven dollars 
he had taken from your pocket! 
.A~ rh~t 's right. 
Q. ·.Now you say he had on smoked g-lasses ! 
A. That's right. 
Q. How long after he got there was it before you shot 
him! 
A. I don't know exactly, I presume it took around about, 
hardly be over ten minutes before everything took place. 
Q. About ten minutes Y 
A. Or fifteen minutes. 
Q. How long did it take liim to walk you from where you 
said about 2 :45 he put the gun in your hack, to your house ·1 
A. Well, I imagine it took around about fifteen minutes. 
Q. Fifteen minutes Y 
page 45 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he had the gun in liis hand all the time ·t 
A. Well, I didn't-in fact, you see he was behind me and 
I couldn't see him, didn't see him all the way up the street 
until after we got to .the house and I had a chance to face 
him. 
Q. That is what I mean, after you got to the house he had 
the gun in his hand all the time T 
A. I never had a chance to face him in t]1e street. 
Q. I am not talking· about the street. I am talking about 
after you got to the house. 
A. After I got in the house Y 
Q. Yes. 
A. After I got in the house then the only chance when I 
first seen him at all., first seen the gun at all, you see, I g·ot 
sort of reflection through the mirror when I was getting the 
money out of the dresser drawer. 
Q . .But there is no question about the fact you· said he l1ad 
the gun in the house Y 
A. That's right. 
Q. Now what position--did you shoot him first with the 
pistol or did you shoot him first with the shotgun 1 
A. I shot him first with the pistol. 
Q. How many times did you shoot at him f 
A. I shot at him four times. 
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page 46 ~ Q. Four times. And );On hit him twice Y What 
position was he in when yon hit him¥ When you 
were shooting at him what position was he in? 
A. I know_ the first time I fired be was standing in the door-
way. 
Q. Well, was he facing you? 
A. Yes, he was facing me. When I fired at first he was 
standing in the door, then after I started shooting he backed 
away from the door. 
Q. Backed away all tl1e time! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, if he was backing away from you all the time -and 
was facing you when you first started to shoot at him with 
the pistol, will you explain to the jury how he was shot in the 
back or in his buttocks? · 
A. Well, the only way I could s(~e that could happen after 
I shot him like that-didn't take no aim nor nothing-just 
shot like that, shooting like that (indicating). 
Q. You mean now you looked in the looking glass and saw 
that he was facing· you and you didn't turn around and shoot 
him, you just put your hand around and shot like thatT · 
A. ·when I saw him throug·h the mirror and I got my hana. 
on the gun like that the first shot I fired I didn't turn around, 
just grabbed the gun aud put it like that and started shooting 
like this (indicating). 
page 47 ~ Q. Wen, was be facing you then or what had 
happened to him Y 
A. vV ell, when I fired this first shot he was standing right 
in the door facing me. · 
Q. Now then, after you shot hiin with the pistol what did 
he do then1 
A. ,v ell, in other words, after I shot all the bullets in tl1e 
pistol he kind of turned a round like, kind of backing up like 
and had himself braced up a@:ainst the wall with his gun 
drawn on me like that and that is when I shot him with the 
shotgun. 
Q. That is when you got the shotgun! So your evidence to 
the jury is that this man hncl a pistol drawn on you all the 
time and you shot liim twice in the but.tocks, in the back, rear, 
and shot him twice more and he still had the gun drawn on 
you and let you shoot him with a sbotg'Un and he never fired 
a bullet. Is tliat what yon tell the Juryi 
A. No., it is not like that. . 
Q. Well, what did you tell them? 
A. In other words, like I said, when I fired-in other words, 
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when I hit this man the first time that bullet must have kind 
of got him off balance. You see, when I shot I kept on 
shooting just like that (indicatini~), kept on shooting until 
I -shot all the bullets out. 
Q. But that was shooting with the pistol? 
· A. That's right. 
page 48 Q. But then you put your pistol down and got 
your gun? 
A. Then after I shot the pistol out you see he was in this 
other room and I was still in my bedroom shooting in the 
living room where he was at. . 
Q. What was he doing, just holding a pistol on you and 
letting· you shoot at him 7 
A. No, he wasn't <loing tliat. What must have happened 
when I sl10t him the first time he might of kin<l of slumped, 
you know, might have got back there to brace himself and 
might have kind of turned himself around, you know, to get 
a shot at me. 
Q. You just told the Jury that after you shot him -first 
with the pistol that lie turned around and he had the pistol 
this way on you and you shot liim with the shotgun. Isn't 
that what you told the Juryi 
A. When I shot him with the shotgun he l1ad himself kind 
of braced against the ·wall like that with his pistol like that, 
but, of course, after I shot the pistol out you see I didn't 
follow right close behind him, I just fired from my bedroom 
back to this next room at him. Then after I shot up all the 
l;)Ullets out of my pistol I reached back and got my shotgun. 
The only reason why I did, you sec, I figured maybe he was 
fig·uring on ducking back after I shot all the bul-
page 49 ~ lets in my pistol and closing in on me. 
Q. Tl1e question I am asking· you, with all that 
going on you tell the ,Jury he had a g;un pointed at you and 
you did all tho shooting and he didn't even shoot his gun, 
did he? 
· Mr. Carwile: Yolll' Honor, I wiRh to object to that ques-
tion on the grounds that Officer ·w akefield testified that when 
he got back to the house at 12 o'clock to make an investig·a-
tion that a man, Jack Young, presented him with a toy pistol 
which was supposed to belong to the deceased. Naturally, 
if it was a toy pistol he couldn't have been shooting hack. 
Mr. Haddon: Now, Sergeant ,vakefield didn't say it was 
a toy pistol at all. 
-
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lvfr. Carwile: Well, I ask that the pistol be produced in 
Court. 
Mr. Haddon: Well, I will admit when it's produced it is 
a toy pistol. 
The ·court : Well, it doesn't make anv difference about 
that, tlie question is perfectly proper. G .. o ahead and cross 
examine him. 
Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, I would like for the gun to be 
produced in Court. 
The Court: You can call for that later. That hasn't any-
thing to do with this. He has a right to ask him 
pag·e 50 } that question. 
·· Q. Well, I will ask you this: If he had a toy pistol, if it 
was a toy pistol, had seven dollars of your money and had 
on dark glasses, what became of those things you claim he 
had! . 
A. Well, after the shooting· I went to call the police and· I 
don't know what happened at all. 
Q. He couldn't take them out, could he, with his side shot 
out'? 
A. No, he didn't get 'em. . 
Q. Yeah. Well who was there to carry them out 7 
A. Well, the only one I left when I left the house there was 
Jack Young, he was there. 
Q. Well, he is the one you said that he brought to Sergeant 
W akefielcl that morning apout 9 o'clock after the officers had 
µ:one he brought him a pistol then and said he found it there, 
a toy pistol! 
A. Jack Young· was the one I left there at the house when 
I went to call the officers. 
Q. Jack Young was there when. you left and Jack Young ' 
was there when the officers were there too, wasn't he? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Aud did you hear Jack Young,. what he told 
pag·e 51 ~ the officers? 
A. No, sir. . 
Q . .So then he was the only one there wl10 could have gotten 
rid of the money and the pistol and the dark glasses if this 
man, as you said, had all this? 
A. As far as I know. 
Q. Isn't it a fact that all this thing about you being carried 
down the street didn't happen? 
A. Sir? 
Q. I say, isn't it a fact that all this thing about the ma~ 
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carrying you down the street five blocks on 2nd street didn't 
happen¥ 
A. Yes, sir, that did happen. 
Q. And isn't it a fact that what happened is something 
happened betwee.n you and this man in your own house aucl 
you killed him t , . 
A. Do you mind repeating that question, sir? 
Q. I say, isn't it a fact everything happened between you 
and this man in your house, some fuss you all had had, or 
something, and you killed him. There wasn't anything about 
any robberyt 
A. Robbery was the cause of tl1is because I had never seen 
this man before. 
Q. Did he try fo get out of the house wI1en you shot him tl1e 
first time t · 
A. Well, when I shot the first time he backed 
page 52 ~ back from the door, backed back from my bedroom 
· door and back toward the other room, toward the-
other door. 
Q. Yon say he kept backing back f rorn you 1l 
A.Sirf 
Q. He. kept backing back from you f 
A. The first time I shot him he was standing at the door,, 
hut he backed away from the door. 
Q. When you first shot him was he. nearer the door going 
out the street? · 
A. The first time I shot him he was stancling· in the door 
between my bedroom and the sitting· room. 
Q. Is your bedroom the front room¥ 
A .. No. In other words, I have four rooms-. 
Q .. Four rooms? 
A .. Yes, tlaere is tI1e front room, whiGh is the first room,. 
then there is. the second room coming from the front, you sec,. 
that's my bedroom, and this middle room, the third room, was: 
my sitting room. You see we entered tl1e house in the sitting~ 
room, then after we got in the sitting room he closed the· 
door behind us, after we got in there .. 
Q. Which door, the front door? 
A. No, he, closed the door to my sitting room. The door to 
my sitting room leads directly out to the outside· in my back-
yard. Then when I shot the first shot he followed me on from 
the sitting 1~oom on to the bedroom. 
page 53 f Q. Well, you mean to tell the Jury that if he had. 
a toy pistol after you had shot him the first time,. 
shot him twice and shot at him twice more, that he would have· 
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followed you into your room if he did have a pistol and it 
was a toy pistol! 
A. I didn't quite understand your question. 
Q. I ask you, do you tell the Jury that, assuming it was a 
toy pistol, that after you had shot him four times lie would 
have still followed you with a toy pistol and tried to shoot 
you, or did he do that 1 . · 
A. He didn't follow me. 
Q. Well, what did he do¥ 
A. In other words, when he came in the house he followed 
me on, came right to tlie door leading from my sitting room 
into the bedroom, and he stood in the door, you know, after he 
ordered me to get the money. The way it is situated, the 
furniture, they arc kind of small rooms, so you take now if 
he stood in the doorway facing me in my dresser I would be 
just the distance from where I am sitting at now to what 
would be the second row where the jury is sitting. Then yon 
take when I pulled my dresser drawer open and started lay-
ing the money up on the dresser then that time be kind of 
lowered his gun and started forward you know, for the money. 
Then his hand go like that and that time I grabbed my gun 
and started shooting under my arm like that. 
page 54 ~ (indicating· I didn't take time to grab the gun and 
turn my face around because I <figured if I did all 
that he would have a chance to shoot me. 
Q. Well now, after you shot the way you have described it, 
what happened to him Y · 
A. ,v ell, when I shot the first time he was standing right 
in my door. 
Q. Facing you f 
A. Yes, I saw him facing me. 
Q. You were facing· the g·lass 1 
A. I was facing the glass. 
Q. And you saw him standing· behind you 1 Am I correct 
in that¥ You saw him standing behind you with the gun 
pointing· toward your back f 
A. ·when I saw him throug·h tlie glass he had his gun kin<l 
of-it wasn't raised this high, but had his hands up like this. 
Then after he saw the money he kinda lowered his gun-took 
his mind off of rne for a moment, you might say, and lowered 
his gun hand and started reaching, coming forward, you 
know, to reach for the money and that is when I grabbed my 
gun and started shooting. I shot him with the pistol the first 
time and then be hacked back from this door to this other 
room. 
- - I 
0 
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Q. Still backing back 1 
A.. Vv ell, if I tried to follow him he would a 
page 55 } backed back, but I just kept shooting. In othe1· 
· words, I didn't follow him up, I just stayed whe1·e 
I was at and kept on shooting· from where I was back toward 
the other room which he backed into and that's how I shot 
all the bullets out of my pistol. · 
Q. Well then, after you ·finished snooting with the pistol 
what did be do? 
- A. After I shot all the bullets out of my pistol I was still 
in my bedroom and he was in my sitting· room, so then instead 
of me going rig·lit to the door and following him then, I 
stepped back and got my shotgun in the corner. The fact is, 
I wasn't sure whether I had bit hin1 or not and he probably 
figured after I shoot all the bullets in my pistol he would close 
in on me, so I grabbed my shotgun and started toward the 
door, started back toward the door, you know, facing, after 
I shot all the bullets in my pistol out, and when I got to the 
door then he had himself braced up against the wall and his 
gun levelled at me like that (indicating). 
Q. Still had his gun levelled against you 1 
A. Had himself braced against the wall and his gun like 
that when I got to the dopr and shot him with my shotg·un 
and he fell, kinda fell to the side like this and his gun hand 
went to the floor. 
Q. So you tell the Jury if it was a real gun he 
page 56 } still levelled it at you and let you shoot him four 
times-shot him twice with a bullet and shot at 
him twice more, and shoot him with a shotgun, and he didn't 
try to shoot you? · 
Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, I am going· to object to that 
question on these grounds: That the Commonwealth is bas-
ing his cross examination on an assumption tba t be knows 
it's false that it was a toy gun and I ask the C~rnrt that the 
gun be produced, and I object to that line of cross cxmnina-
tion unless the gun i~ produced. 
The Court: Objection overruled. 
Mr. Carwile: I note an exception, Your Honor. 
Q.-. I will ask you the question over. If he had a gun and 
it was a real -gun, he let you ~hoot him twice in the back or 
buttocks with a pistol, two more bullets, then still holding· the 
gun on you, and let you shoot him with a shotgun and he 
didn't shoot his gun f 
A. No, it wasn't exactly that ·way. I shot at him four 
times. 
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Q. You sliot at him four times with the pistol. The testi-
mony is that two of them hit him in the buttocks, the back 
in the rear. Now then, you said after you had shot him the~ 
he still had the gun pointed at you and you shot 
pag·e 57 ~ him with tlie shotgun Y 
A. The only way I could say, only thing· I could 
explain that though, evidently when I shot him the ·first time 
- in this door I must have missed him. Then he might have 
kinda backed back and turned himelf a little-I had been 
shooting wild, bullets going wild, because you see at first I 
didn't take no special way to shoot at him. After that I 
started shooting just as fast as I could. 
Q. Well, assumino· what you say is so, you still testified to 
the Jury that he still held the gun on you and never shot and 
you had time to get the shotgun and shoot· him Y 
A. Well, you take after he backed from the doorway I 
<lidn 't follow him up. After I shot up all the bullets in my 
pistol from my bedl'oom I backed back and got my shotgun 
and then I started to the door. Then when I got to the door 
then he was standing_;._hc was kinda standing, had himself 
braced against the wall near my chesterfield with his gun 
drawn on me and that's the time I pulled the trigg·er on my 
shotgun. 
Q. Well, I am still asking you the question. That he let 
you shoot him to death if it was a genuine pistol, as you 
claim, or you claim it was a pistol, without trying to shoot 
vou·f 
· A. Yes, he was trying to shoot me all right. 
Q. And if it it was a toy pistol, after you shot 
page 58 } him four times he was trying to scarce you with a 
toy pistol instead of trying to get away from you 
and let you shoot him to death with a shotgun? 
A. W eU, now, you take when I shot him with the shotgun 
he was standing by this, had himself braced against tl~e wall 
and his gun on me. Now, you take now, chances are 1f that 
was a real gun the gun could have jammed so far as I know. 
Q. Could have, but it didn't, did iU He didn't even snap 
it, did he? 
A. I couldn't tell whether he snapped it or not. 
Q. I will ask you again, don't you know this man never had 
any o·un and that he was there and you all had some kind of 
a fu~s and vou shot him to death. Isn't that exactly what 
happened?~ -
A. No, sir. 
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Mr. Haddon: That's all 
Mr. Carwile: That last question, Your Honor, I wisl1 to 
note in the recctrd that I object to that question because it 
was based on: ~oi'nething that was not in the Commonwealth's 
case at all.. · · 
The Co11rt': Objection overruled. 
· l\fr. Carwile: I note an exception. 
page 59' ~ Mr. -Carwile : Is that all t 
l\fr. Haddon: Yes, sir, that's all. 
Mr. Carwile : I would like to see the gun. 
The Court: The gentleman here will have it after lunch. 
It is time to take a recess. · 
Mr. Carwile: I would like to ask the Court to order them 
to bring the g·un back. 
The Court: If the gun is here we will have it for you after 
recess. Are you through with this witness!l 
Mr. Carwile : Yes, sir. 
The Court : All rig·ht, stand aside. 
WITNESS STOOD ASIDE. 
The Court: Gentlemen of the Jury, we will take a recess 
until a quarter past two and while out don't talk to each 
other or anyone else or allow anyone to speak to you concern.:. 
ing this case at all. 
(Court adjourned for lunch at 12 :50 o'clock.) 
page 60 ~ (AFTERNOON SESSION.) 
Mr. Haddon : I desire to recall David Randolph, the De-
fendant, for further cross examination. · 
DAVID RANDOLPH,. 
the Defendant, re-called for further Cross Kxaminatiorn 
By Mr. Haddon: 
Q. Wasn't there a lot of whiskey bottles there and a couple 
of turned over glasses and other whiskey glasses! 
A. After it was over¥ 
Q. Yeah, before it was over. Didn't you have some whiskey 
bottles there and glasses, whiskey glasses there on the table r 
A. This boy that came to see me, he brought two girls with 
him and before we went to the club-they brought some 
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wl1iskey by with them and we all sat down and had a- few 
drinks there at the house. 
Q. Which boy? 
A. This boy called Robert Jones, and the girls. 
Q. Robert Jones? . 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. So you did have some whiskey glasses and things therel 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 61 ~ Q. And they came to your house and you all 
went up together? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Did they come to your l101ise or did you meet them up 
there somewhere? 
A. This boy, Robert Jones, and these two girls, they came 
to the house. · 
Q. Came to your house? 
A. Yes, sir. In other words, me and this boy Robert used 
to work together sometime ago and they just came by to 
pay me a visit, and we J1ave also several times been on parties 
together. 
Q. So you had some drinks at your house tllen before you 
went to these clubs? 
A. That's right. 
Mr. Haddon: That's all. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
The Court: Stand aside. 
·witness stood aside. 
page 62 ~ JACK YOUNG- (colored), 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Carwile: 
Q. Your name Jack Young·? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Where do you live f 
A. 1216 N ortb 2nd Street. 
Q. Is that the same place that David Randolph, the de-
fendant, lived? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you live on the first floor with him or on the second 
floor? 
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A. I lived on the :first floor. 
Q. You had a room there on tlte :fl rst floor Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Same flat he was in 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, I want you to tell this Jury whether or not on the 
day Richard Manuel vVood was kilfocl whether or not this is 
the gun you gave Officer Wakefield around 12 o'clock? 
(Witness looks at gun.) 
- A. Yes, sir. 
. Q. Is that the same gun you gave to Officer 
page 63 ~ Wakefield? Does it look like it T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now what time was it when you gave this to Officer 
Wakefield? 
A. What time was it? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I don't know exactlv what timo it was. I wasn't paying 
no attention to what time it was. 
Q. Now, were you in the house when the disturbance took 
place and when the man was killed f 
A. Yes, sir, I was asleep. 
· Q. You were asleep? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was the first you knew anything abo~t iti 
A. The first I heard was what woke me up. 
Q. When you heard wl1at, the gun? 
A. I don't know wlmt it was. 
Q. What did you hear? 
A. I heard a shot, but I don't know whether it was a pistol 
or a gun. 
Q: I see. And is that the first you knew any disturbance 
was going on? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, were you tl1ere when the officers, Officer Bahr,. 
Taylor, and various ones testified here, wbcn they 
page 24 ~ searched the premises were you there? 
A. Yeal1. 
Q. Now, about what time was it, or had they left when you 
found this pistol here Y 
A. During the time after they left and the· undertaker took 
the body out and I moved the table around and that was lay-
ing under the table. 
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Q. Now when the undertaker took the body from where Y 
.. A. From the side of the door there where the man was lay-
mg. 
Q. I see. And where did you find the gun now? 
A. Under the table. The table was pulled around in the 
dining room floor. 
Q. And was there anything sitting in front of the tablet 
A. A long chair in front of the table. 
Q. What kind of chair was that! 
A. Chesterfield chair, long chair. 
Q. And did you have to pull the chesterfield back to get 
tl10 gun7 · 
:\fr. Haddon: Don't you think you are leading the witness 
n little., ]\fr. Carwile? 
Q. Tell the ,Jury then exactly what position· the chester-
field was in, the. table was in, and where you found the g·un? 
A. The table was pulled around to the chester· 
page 65 } field and one end was up against the chesterfield. 
Didn't nobody move the table but me, it hadn't 
been moved when I went in there, so I pulled it around back 
to the wall and under there is where that gun was at, under 
the table. 
Q. And what position was the dead body in before that was 
moved? Where was that lying? 
A. That was lying beside the door and the undertaker 
pulled him out looking through his clothes. 
Q. He did whaU 
A. Pulled him clown beside the door looking through his 
clothes. 
Q. Who did you see looking through his clothes? 
A. I don't know who he was, ·Coroner or somebody. 
Q. Now, had all the officers left the house·when you found 
this gun? 
A. Yes, sir, everybody. One was just going out-he hadn't 
got out of there five minutes. 
Q. And wlmt did you do with the gun when you -found it! 
A. Carried it in my room. 
Q. And who clicl you show it to? 
A. Gave it to the officers when they come back. They 
nsked me where I found it and I said that was where I found 
it and laid it up there. 
page 66 ~ Q. And when the officer got back and you gave 
him this gun, what did he say about it! 
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A. He didn't say nothing· to me about it. 
Q. I mean did he say anything to you when you presented 
him with the gun? 
A. No, sir, d_idn 't s~y nothing· to me about it. 
Q. Now, at ·tlie .tixne. the officers were making the search in 
the house, was t_hefo a light in the room where the dead body 
wasf 
A. Nothing but· a drop-cord there, drop-cord light. I don't 
know who hooked that up. There wasn't no light np there 
because that bad been pulled out. 
Q .. What was the drop-cord connected up with f 
A. In the ki tcI1en. 
Q. And was the only Iig·ht bulb there back in the kitchen 1· 
A. The light was back in tI1e kitchen and they had it hooked 
up on a socket there, had a drop-cord. 
Q. Had a drop-cord f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you see any police officers move this sofa or chair 
you call it? · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did they move the table f 
A. No, sir, I ain't seen 'em move notlling while 
page 67 ~ I was in there. · 
Q. Now, was the g,11n under the table or under 
the sofa f 
A. It was under the table, under that little long part, flat 
piece under the bottom, that is where the gun was laying. 
Q. And did you have to move the sofa to get to the gun Y 
.A. I moved it, that is when I seen it when I moved the 
table back to the wall. 
Q. Was the dead body by tlie sofa f 
A. Yes, sir, by the door and the sofa. 
Q. By the door and tbe sofa? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, did you show any people around there the gun 
after you found it before the officer got there f I understand 
the officer never got there until about 12 o'clock. Did you show 
any people the gun, I mean any people next door or in the 
house! 
A. No, sir, nobody out me there when I find it. 
Q. And you didn tt show it to any of the neighbors until 
the officers got there 'f . 
A. No, sir, be got there before I got out of there. I told 
him he hadn't got far and th~re was the gun I found laying 
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under the table and he said, ''That's what I was 
page 68 ~ looking for.'' · 
Q. He said what? 
A. Said, "That's what I was looking for.'' 
Q. Now when I asked-you a few minutes ago what did the 
officers say when you give them the gun, why did you say the 
officers didn't say anything f Why didn't you go ahead and 
testify! 
A. He just s~id, "That's wl1at I was looking for." .. 
Q. When you g·ave the officer the gun he said, "That's what 
I was looking for?" 
A. I didn't give it to him, he reac11ed over there and got it. 
Q. Now don't be so technical. I don't care whether you 
gave it to him or he reached over and got it. I meant-when 
you presented the gun to the officer-
A. He reached over and got it l1imself. I didn't put my 
band on it after I laid it up there. He reached over and got 
it himself. 
Q. Anyhow, you found the gun about five minutes after th~ 
last police officer left? · · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you presented it to Officer ·wakefield and he got it 
right around 12 o'clock f · 
A. Yes, sir. I said I found the gun under the table when I 
moved the table around. 
page· 69 ~ Q. I say, but Officer \Vakefield g·ot there around 
12 o'clock, didn't he 1 
A. It was earlier than that because I wasn't in there that 
long. It was earlier than that. 
Q. Well anyhow you found the g·un and Officer Wakefield 
got it whe~ you saw him, didn't he? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he said, "That's what I was looking for"Y 
.A. Sir7 
Q. And Officer Wakefield sai<l, "That's what I was looking 
for"? 
A. That's what he sai<l, "That's what I'm looking for." 
Q. And were you present in the room where the dead body 
was all the time the search was being made! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where were you¥ 
A. I was out on the porch. 
Q. On the porch¥ 
A.. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Did you hear any disturbance or fuss or ,fight before the 
gun went off? 
A. No, sir~ 
Q. It was the firing· of the gun that first woke you f 
A. That'-s what woke me up when the gun fired. I didn't 
hear no argument nor no thin'. 
page 70 r Q. I see. Do you rent from David Randolph? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you recall whether the gun you found said "Army 
45''! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you think that's the same one? 
(Counsel hands gun to witness) 
A. It felt a little heavier than this to me, I don't know. 
Q·. Well, it did say "Army 45"? 
A. Yes, sir. _ 
Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, I want to produce this gun to 
the Jury. 
The Court : All right. 
(The gun is shown to the Jury by counsel for the defend-
ant). 
Q. Now when you found this gun, had the body been moved Y 
~. The body was moved when I found it. 
Q. The Undertaker had moved the body? 
A. Yes, sir, after the Undertaker moved the body is when 
I moved the table. 
Q. Did you see anybody look in the dead man's 
page 71 r pockets Y 
A. No, sir, I didn't. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
:Sy Mr. Haddon: 
· Q. Well now, if you didn't see anybody look in the dead 
man "s pockets-you weren't in the room, were you Y 
A. No, sir, I wasn't in there. 
Q. You don't know what the· officers looked for or whether 
they moved the table or whether they didn't move the table, 
do you! 
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A; If they had a moved it looked like they would have seen 
that. 
Q. Well, you dou 't know whether they had moved it or not, 
do you 1 Did you see the gun without moving· the tablet 
A. I didn't see it before I moved the table. 
Q. Well you said you moved it back. Where was iU 
A. Moved the table back to the wall and that is when I seen 
that. 
Q. Well, where did the table usually sit T 
A . .Sat beside the wall, and it was out from the wall. 
Q. All right, if it was out from the wall and it usually sat 
beside the wall, who moved it out from the wall? 
page 72 } A. I don't know. 
Q. And don't you know the officers moved the 
table out from the wall when they were looking for the gun? 
A. I couldn't say they did. Looked like if they had moved 
it looked like they would have found that. 
Q. How far from the wall was it sitting out? 
A. About a couple of feet. 
Q. About two feet from the wall, and you say the table 
usually sets up beside the wall? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, if the table usually sets beside the wall then the 
table had been moved by somebody, hadn't iU 
A. Yes, sir, had been moved by somebody. 
Q. Yeah, and don't you know you didn't find no pistol there 
after the officers had searched it? 
A. I know I did find it. 
Q. You know you did find it? 
A. Yes, sir, I know I found it. 
Q. After four officers had searched ,vith flashligl1ts you 
went in there and the table wasn't sitting where it should be 
srtting and you moved it back and found the gun? 
A. No, sir, it wasn't. . 
Q. How do you know the officers didn't move that table 
ouU 
A. I dou 't know whether they moved it or not, 
page 73 } but I sav if they did-(interrupted) 
Q. Don't you know this finding this pistol is an 
afterthought on your part? 
A. I found it under the table when I moved the table back. 
Saw it laying rig·bt under the t.able. . . . 
Q. Yeah, but you didn't find 1t, as you claim, until after the 
officers bad searched the place? 
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A. No, because I didn't move nothing, didn't touch noth-
ing. . 
Q. Well, the table had been moved, hadn't itf 
A. Sure it I:iad: been moved. 
Q. Well, if tl1e·table was sitting· at the place where it should 
have been sitting and the pistol had 1;,een under the table 
when the officers searched, how could you account for it be-
ing· under the table, as you say, when the table had been moved 
two feet from the wall i 
A. It was moved, but I don't know who moved it. 
Q. Can you explain that f . 
A. I don't know who moved it. The man might have fell 
and moved it. 
Q. 011,. might have fell-yeah. As a matter of fact the 
pistol was either put there by you or yon didn't find it there~ 
Isn't that true 6! 
A. I found it under the table, that "s where I found it. If 
they I1ad a moved it they would bave seen it, but I 
pag·e 74 ~ don't think they moved anythingr 
Q. Well, the table was moved, wasn't it°! So ac-
cording to what you have testified to, in order for the table 
to have been sitting ori the pistol they had to move .the table 
from the side of the wall and put it over the top of the pistol,. 
wouldn't they f 
A. That ain't no sign they could have moved it. They 
could have moved it while tlley were in there, might have had: 
an argument or something·. They might have moved it by 
fighting or something. 
Q. As a matter of fact, if t11e table Iiad been sitting where 
it always sat the pistol wouldn't have been under it, woukI 
it,. where you found it1. 
A .. I don't know. That's where I got it atr 
Q. I am not asking you where you got it, I am asking· you 
if the table had been setting up b_eside the wall where it always: 
sat, could the pistol wl1ere you found it have been under the 
table where it was sitting up beside the wall¥ 
A. I don't know how, don't know how it got under there·,, 
but it was. under there when I moved it. 
Q. How long have you been rooming· there 1 
A. I roomed there for about nine or ten months .. 
Q. Nine or ten months f 
A. Yesr sir. 
Q. And you are a good friend of the accused, 
page 75 ~ aren't you f 
· A. Sure I 'se a good friend of· his~ 
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Q. Yeah. You rent from him Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Haddon: That's all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Carwile : 
·Q. Did you hear the police officers questioning David Ran-
dolph about anything? Did you hear any of the conversa-
tion that took place between David Randolph and the police 
officers either at the house or down at the Police Station Y 
.l\.. No, sir, i ain't hear them ask him nothing. 
Q. And you didn't know anything he told them about a 
gun? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Haddon: 
Q. You mean to tell that ,Jury now that you were there all 
the time and didn't hear anything about the man who did 
the holding up had a gun! You mean to tell that Jury that? 
A. I didn't understand you. 
pag·e 76 ~ Q. I asked you did you mean to tell the Jury 
that you were either in the room all the time or at 
the place and you didn't bear anybody say that the deceased, 
that David Randolph said the deceased had a gun Y 
A. No, sir, I was asleep wlien this arg·ument was going on. 
Q. I'm not talking about when you were asleep. 
A. I was not in there where he was at, I was in my room. 
Q. Vv ell, you never heu rd anything about a g·un while the 
officers were there searching 1 
A. I hear him told the officers the man had a gun too. 
Q. Yeah. So you did know about it then? And you knew 
about it while the officers were searching for it, didn't you 7 
A. No, I didn't know nothing about it. 
Q. Well, when did you find out about iU · 
A. I ain't found out nothing about it. ,vhen he told the 
officers the man had a gun too-
Q. Yeah, 
A. ( continued) and they didn't see none I didn't see none 
either. 
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Q. Yeah, but you found the g-un after the officers 
page 77 } had gone, and a toy gun Y 
A. Sure I found it, found it under the table. 
Q. Under the table where if the table had been sitting in 
its right place it would have had to have been moved out to 
put over the top of the pistol. Isn't that true? 
A. I don't know. The table was out there and I pushed it 
back. 
Mr. Haddon: All rigl1t, stand aside. 
The Court : Stand aside. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 78 ~ MABEL MORRIS ( colored), 
being ifirst duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Carwile 
Q. Is your name Mabel Morris f 
A. That's right. 
Q. And where do you live? 
A. 622 Denny Street. 
:. Q. And where do you work? 
A. American Tobacco Factory. 
Q. How old are you? 
A. 28. 
Q. Married? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Got any children? 
A. No, sir. 
i I { 
I 
I. 
Q. Now, are you a sister to the accused, David Randolph? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Did you have an occasion to be at these premises on the 
day this investigation took place? 
A. I went there the next morning·. 
Q. About what time the next morning? 
A. It was around about between 8 :00 and 8 :30. 
page 79 ~ Q. Did you go in the house ·t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, I want you to tell this tTury now clearly so they 
can understand you exactly what you found around these 
· premises when you went into the house t 
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A. Well, when I got there the door was unlocked, but it 
was closed, and I went in throug·h the kitchen door, my hus-
band and I, and when we went into the living room we found 
a hat in the floor and a pair of sunglasses, and a pool of bl9.9d. 
Q. And what? · 
A. And a pool of blood. And the light was out in the 
ceiling, wasn't anything hanging· down but the wire. The bulb 
was laying in the floor. · . 
Q. Now the light was out in which room f 
A. In the living room. 
Q. Was that the room the pool of blood was inf 
A. That's right. · 
Q. And did they have any light on in the kitchen? 
A. Yes, there was a light in the kitchen. 
Q. And was that connected up with the living room! 
A. No, it wasn't connected up with the living room. 
Q. Did you get anybody to :fix the light in the living room t 
A. I paid the boy upstairs to fix the light. 
page 80} Q. What kind of sun glasses were these you 
found, what color were they! 
A. A pair of smoked glasses. 
Q. And what kind of a hat Y 
A. Some kind of an old gray hat with the brim rolled. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv :Mr. Haddon: 
., Q. The hat belonged to the dead man, didn >t it? 
A. That's right. 
Q. You don't know who the smoked glasses belonged to, do 
you? 
A. Well, they were both laying there together. I presumed 
thef belonged to him. . 
Q. Where were the smoked glasses laymg! 
A. The hat and glasses was laying· in the floor. 
Q. WhereT 
A. Right there near the pile of blood. 
Q. They hadn't moved the hat? 
A. No. 
Q. And a pair of smoked glasses Y 
A. That's right. And the.light cord, that was in the floor 
too. 
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Mr. Haddon: That"s aIL 
Mr~ Carwile,: That's all .. 
WITNESS STOOD ASIDE. 
page 81 F CH.ARLIE HE:NLEY (colored), 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
·. :DIRECT EXAl\llNATION. 
By l\fr. Carwile : 
Q. Your name Charlie Henley!' 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You live at 1216 North 2nd Street 'r 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Live on the second or first floor! 
A. On the second floor. 
Q. That's the floor above, where this defendantt Davicl 
Randolph, lived t 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q .. Where do you work f 
A. I work for a contract carpenter, CI1arles Edwards, wl10 
lives down at Stop 9,. Petersburg Pike. 
Q. How long have you been living here at this same place-
David Randolph was living· t 
A. I have been living there ten yea rs. 
Q. Were you at home on the night of this disturbance t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you hear any fns·s, noise or commotion t 
A.. No, sir. 
Q .. What was the first thing you did heart 
A .. The only thing I heard was a shot. 
Q. Did that wake you! 
page 82 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then what did yon clo6! 
A. Well, I gets up out of bed and raises the window and I 
hear Douglas ont there talking-that is Randolph-I hearcl 
him out in the yard there talking· ancl at the time Jack Young 
walks up there to him out in the yard and asks him too what 
was the matter and he told him that a fellow had held him 
up and took four dollars from him and he say, he put his 
hands in J1is pocket and say, "Here is the four dollars. You 
take a dollar and go call the ambulance and police.'' Jack 
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gr~ call them." Randolph then say, " ... t\.11 right,, I go .call 
them.'' Randolph left out the yatd and went-I reckon. he 
went to call the police, and I didn't see anymore because I 
clidn 't come downstairs. 
Q. You.weren't around when the officers were making the 
investigation¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. \Vell, on the following day, tell the .J Ury whether or 
not his sister employed you to put in a light bulb Y 
A. Yes, sir, she did. 
Q. "\V'hat did she pay you? 
A. She g·ave me :ijfty cents. 
Q. And was there any light at the time in the 
. page 83 ~ room where the dead body was found where the 
pool of blood was? 
A. "'Tell, I didn't see any blood. And his sister was do-wn 
there cleaning· up and she af:ked me to come down there, cdtdd 
I fix the light for her, and I told her to let me see it ttnd 
when I got there the lig-ht was hanging down from the ceil-
ing, jnst had the two wires hanging clown, and I told her 
yeah, I think I could fix it. So I goes back upstairs and gets 
my toolbox and got a screwdriver and cut the electric current 
off and went down and fixed up the socket. 
Q. So the only thing tlmt you really know about what took 
place is you hearing· David Randolph asking somebody to go 
after the police? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then going himself f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Haddon: 
Q. ·what time was it f 
A. I would say it was around about 6 o'clock, or _quarter 
past 6 :00, or something like that. 
Q. About 6 o'clock when l1e called for the police; 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That's when you heard him ask this boy-
page 84 ~ you heard the shot and you went out there and he 
he was asking this boy to call for the police and it 
was a bout 6 o'clock? · 
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A. No, sir, I didn't go out there. I wasn't dressed. 
Q. You didn't go out, hut it was about 6 o'clock when you 
heard the shot Y 
A. Yes, sir, it was around about that time. 
Q. That's when you heard him call the po1ice? . 
A. No., sir, I didn't hear him can the police. 
Q. Well, he told the boy to call the police? 
A. Told Jack Young· to call the police. 
Q. Was it light, was it light outdoors? 
A. It was just beginning. 
Q. Just beginning to get light? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you are positive it was about 6 o'clock f 
A. Somewhere around about that time, I don't know ex-
actly the exact time.. I was kinda exeitecl about the shot, be-
ing waked up. 
Q. But it was about getting lig·btf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Haddon: All right, that's all. 
RE-DIRECT EX.AMI~ATION. 
By Mr. Carwile: 
· Q. Did you look at tbe c1ock¥ 
page 85 ~ A. No, sir. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
·witness stood aside. 
GARFIELD WILLIAMS (colored), 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXA1\UNATI0N. 
By Mr. Carwile: 
Q. Your name is Garfield W'illiamsf 
Ai, Yes, sir. 
Q. Ple.ase state your occupation and wliere you live ·y 
A. I am a decorator and live at 619 North 6tli Street. 
Q. Wbat kind of decorator are you? 
A. Papering. 
A. I see. Now, I10w old are you! 
A .. 48. 
...... 
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Q. Are you any relation to the deceased, Richard ~Ianuel 
1'Tood7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is your wife anv relation to him2 
A. Yes, sir. "' 
Q. W11at relation is she to him? 
page 86 } A. A distant cousin. I don't know exactly. 
Q. How long have. you know Richard Manuel 
"\Vood, the deceased? · 
A. I have been knowing him just three or four months. 
Q. How long had he been in Virginia at the time he was 
killedY 
A. I don't know, sir, how long he had been l1ere. 
Q. Well, where did he come · from when he came to Vir-
ginia 7 · 
l\fr. Haddon: ·what is your object in that l 
Mr. Carwile: 1'Tell, if he wanfa, me to Htate it, I will state 
it. 
Mr. Haddon: Let's let t11e Jury go out and let's see what 
it is. 
The Court: .All right, let the Jury go out. 
(Jury out.) 
Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, we nre resting our defense on 
the claim that David Randolph killed Richard Manuel Wood 
in self-defense and on that basis I think we have a right to 
prove the vicious and violent nature of the deceased . 
.And· this witness will testify that this clistant cousin of 
his wife was here from Kentuckv on a parole for 
Jmge 87 } murder in Ohio State. He will testify that lie made 
two attempts on his body with a gun; he will tes-
tify that a few months before he was killed that he was con-
victed here in Police Court and given six months suspendecl 
sentence on an assault and battery charge; and we intend to 
prove by this witness the vicious nature of the deceased, 
which has a direct bearing on the basis of se'lf-clefense in our 
case, and I tl1ink it is proper evidence. 
1.fr. Haddon: You can't prove it by specific instances. If 
you can prove it at all it has got to be by general reputation. 
This is the first time I ever heard vou claim self-defense here 
anyway, but you have got to also ·show the man who did the 
killing knew the record of the man he killed, and in this case 
he claimed he never saw the man before, never knew him be· 
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fore, so how could it affect-if yon lmo,v any purpose iu 
proving the fighting ideas or the viciousness of a man is to, 
when you claim self-defense, is that you knew what his record 
was, knew he would be liable to kill you or hurt you by rea-
son of his record, and there is no such thing as that 
page 88 ~ here. The man who killed him ~aid he never saw 
him before. 
Now how could that enter into whether be thought his life 
was in danger and. self-defense unless he knew that he wa.sn 't 
there of fighting. ability, who wanted to fight, or who wanted 
to do somebqdy·damage. 
I think, if ):pur Honor please-I haven't looked at the au-
thorities in a long time--but I am satisfied that's the law. 
The Court: Well, he conldn 't prove th~ specific r.rimes he 
committed in Ohio, coulcln 't prove that by this man because 
he wouldn't know anything ahout that, unless he had the-
official records of the court; and he couldn't prove the assault 
and battery unless he had the conviction for that and unless 
he had the records from there, but I should think he would 
be able to testify that the man was a person of turbulent 
character, if he knew his reputation. 
l\{r. Haddon: I doubt if it is admissible then, but if lw· 
could go on the stand and testify this man made an attack 
onhim-
The Court : No. I1e can't do that. He can't tes-
page 89 ~ tify about tbe mai1 making an attack on him, but 
he can testify as to his general reputation for be-
ing a person of violcnt---or whatever that. tedmical word is 
you generally use-
Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, I understand that the Jury 
in considering the fact of whether or not the deceased was 
the aggressor in a case of self-defense l1as a rig·ht to take 
into consideration the viciousness of the deceased. 
The Court: You can only prove it by reputation. You 
can't prove it by specific inst~mces of otl1er crimes in other 
places against other persons. 
Mr. Haddon : He might have been perfectly justified in 
attacking this man. If you can do that by specific instances-
The Court: If this man knows his general reputation as. 
being a person of vicious and Yiolent character, he can testify 
as to that. 
Mr. Carwile: Then I think I should be permitted to get 
the record from Police Court. 
pag·e 90 ~ The Court: ,ven, you can't prove it by that 
because it wasn't an assault on this particular 
f 
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man- I mean on the accused, it would have to be on him. 
Mr. Carwile: In order to prove the viciousness of the de-
ceased you would have to prove that the deceased had made 
a previous attack on this man Y 
Tho Court: Yes, threat against this particular man would 
certainly be evidence, but his general reputation is where 
you prove it when its disconnected with the facts in this par-
ticular case. 
Mr. Carwile: And if I produce a man here on whom be 
made two assaults on with a shotgun--
The Court: No, you couldn't do that. 
Mr. Haddon: He mig·bt have been justified in doing it. 
The Court: No, you can't do t11at. You can prove it by 
general reputation and that is the only way you can do it, 
just like you prove general reputation fo~ truth and veracity. 
Mr. Carwile: \\Tell, Your Honor, since I have 
page 91 ~ a man here who was a victim of his ag·gression on 
two different occasions--
The Court: You can't do that. 
Mr. Carwile: I wish to note an exception to the ruling 
of the Court because I think the Jurv is entitled to that :evi-
dence. "' ! · 
The Court: All right, sir. Do you want. to ask him if'·hc 
knows his reputation for being a person that was violent? 
Mr. Carwile: Yes, I want to ask him. 
The Court: All right. Bring the Jury in. Limit it to 
his general reputation. 
(Jury i~.) 
Q. Now, how many years had you known Richard Manuel 
Wood? 
A. I haven't known him long. 
Q. Well, tell us how long. 
A. I guess around about April, between April and May, 
I think it was, the first time I was acquainted with him. 
· Q. Is he related to your wife 7 · 
page 92 ~ A. Yes, sir., distantly related. · 
Q. Are you in a position to testify as to his gen-
eral reputation for being yieious, having a vicious aggressive· 
character! 
A. Only that he drawed a pistol on me and come home and 
drawed one on me. 
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Mr. Haddon: Now that is the very thing the Judge ruled 
out. 
The Court: He doesn't know his- reputation so I exclude 
that. 
Q. Do you feel that you are in a position to express an 
opinion to this Jury as to his general reputation for being 
a vicious and d(J/n,ger charaeter? 
A. No, sir, not knowing him well enough, I don't. 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
The Court: Stand aside. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 93 ~ L. B. STAINBACK, 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Carwile : 
Q. Your name is Mr. L. B. Stainback! 
· A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. What is your trade or profession, 1\fr. Stainback~, 
A. Real estate. 
Q. Do you know the defendant here, David Randolph 0l 
A. What's your question Y 
Q. Do you know the defendant, David Randolph, here in 
this case! 
A. Do I know him f 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you know him Y 
A. Over eight years. 
Q. You have known him over eight years f 
A. Yes. 
Q. In what capacity l1ave you known him over a period of 
eight years Y 
A. Well, a little over eight years ago he applied to rent 
a flat from us and he rented thh:1 flat at 1214 North 2nd and 
for eig·ht years he was a splendid tenant, met all 
page 94 ~ of his obligations and we never had any complaints 
from him in any respect. · 
Q. Now, do you feel like, Mr. Stainba~k, that you know 
him well enough to express an opinion as to his reputation, 
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general character and reputation among his fellow citizens 
for truthfulness and veracity! 
A. Well, as far as I know, he was a good citizen and dis-
charged all of his obligations and never raised any disturb-
~nce. We had six tenants- --
Mr. Haddon: \'Yell now:, I object. 
The Court: Limit it to ]1is reputation .. He's .talking about 
what he himself knows. 
Q. Now, do you feel like you are in a position to express 
:nn opinion as to his 1·eputation among his fellow citizens, 
former employees, and the p~ople in the community in which 
lie lives for being· a peaceful and law-abiding citizen f 
A. My contact-
The Court: Not that, sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. Do you know his reputation; do you know it? Not what 
you yourself think, but what others think¥ 
A. I don't know what his personal life was. 
Q. It's not wl1at you know, it's what other peo-
page 95} ple know and what you hear them say about him. 
A. I thought I was getting to that. 
Q. Well, I am just asking you the specific quer1tion. Do 
you know his reputation Y . 
.A. His reputation is good, to my knowledg~. 
By Mr. Carwile : 
Q. Now, you mean his reputation for being a peaceful, law-
a biding citizen? 
A. Yes, sir. 
j lj • ' 
:Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Haddon: 
Q. Well now, you didn't know anything about him except 
he rented from you and paid his rent promptly. Isn't that 
. true? 
A. He not only paid his rent promptly, but as I started to 
explain-I believe this is releYaut to the question--! had six 
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tenants in close contact, in other words, there were six flats 
and all of them spoke well of him to me .. 
The Court : Well, that's all right .. 
A. ( continued) I never had any complaint of any dis-
turbance from his apartment. 
page 96 ~ Mr. Haadon: That 1s all .. 
Mt~. Carwile: That's alL 
Witness stood aside. 
ROBERT SHOCH, 
being :first duly sworn, testified as follows::-
DIRECT EXA1\HNATI0N~ 
By Mr. Carwile:-
. Q. Your name· is Robert Shoch f 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what is your business! What kincl of business. are 
you iriY 
A .. I am a wholesale- florist. 
Q .. Where is your business locatedf 
A. 110 North Jefferson Street. 
Q. And does David Randolpl1, the defendant, work for 
youf 
A. He did up until the present trouble. 
Q. I mean up until the time of this trouble f 
_ A. Been working for me about ten years. 
Q. Been working- for you for ten years up until the time 
he got in this trouble t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now do yon feel like yon are sufficiently ac-
page 97 } quain ted-
The Court : Don ''t ask llim wl1a t he feels like, ask him if 
he knows. , 
Mr. Carwile: Well, that is what I am going to do, Judge. 
The Court : Ask ·him if he knows·. 
Q. Are yon in a position to express an opinion as to his 
reputation among his fellow citizens! 
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The Court: No-ask him whether he knows what his repu-
tation is. 
Q. Do you know what his reputation is among his fellow 
citizens and fell ow employees for being truthful-for truth ' 
and veracity, being a peaceful, orderly and law-abiding citi-
zen¥ . 
A. He worked for me for ten years and he was a.good work-
ing boy. 
Q. Was his reputation good or bad t 
A. I neNer heard anything against him. 
Q. Well, would you say his reputation is good or bad t 
A. I would say it's good from my experience with him, it's 
good. 
Q. Over a period of eight years? 
A. Ten years. 
page 98 ~ 
Mr. Carwile: That's all. 
Mr. Haddon: That's all. 
The Court : Stand aside. 
·witness stood aside. 
MRS. MARY McGHEE, 
.. 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Carwile: 
Q. Your name is Mrs. :Mary McGheei 
A. Yes. 
Q. ·where do you live, Mrs. McGhee? 
A. I live at #6 East Franklin Street. 
Q. Do you know the defendant, David Randolph 1 
A. Yes. · 
Q. How long have you known him 1 
A. Fifteen years. 
Q. In what capacity did you know him Y 
A. He worked for me off and on for fifteen years. 
Q. Do you know his reputation for being truthful and a 
law-abiding citizen! 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. Is it good or bad'f 
A. It is g'Ood, very good. 
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page 99 ~ Mr. Haddon: That's' all. 
The Court: Stand aside. 
· Witness stood aside. 
. Mr. Carwile: That's om· case, Your Honor. I have a mo-
tion I want to make. 
The Court: All right, sir. Let the Jury go out. 
(Jury out.) 
' Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, I am making the motion, I am 
asking the Court to strike the evidence in this case for this 
reason: I am basing my argument on the case of Hawkins 
v. Commorl!Wealth, 160 Virginia, 935, and that is this: 
"Where there is a case where the accused has killed a man 
and there was nobody present at tlJe time of the killing, and 
his statement is the only thing they have before the Court, 
and his statement taken as it stands, uncontradicted, and as-
suming that everything the Commonwealth has put in here 
• and produced is true; still, there doesn't remain 
page 100} any evidence to submit to a Jury to which they 
· · could find on which they could base a verdict of 
guilt beyond all reasonable doubt; that the fact that the 
police officer submits his own statement here in testimony,. 
that doesn't contradict him one detail, the statement of the 
accused. In fact, if you assume everything that the Common-
wealth has said to be true, that doesn't present a case upon 
which a jury could reasonably base a verdict of guilt beyond 
all reasonable doubt. 
And on the basis of the case of Hawkins v. Commonw-ealth? 
if you have a case like that where the case is not inherently 
incredible and is something· that could have happened, is rea-
sonable and human it could have happened and there is noth-
ing in the Commonwealth's case to contradict it, except mere 
assumptions that are not based on any fact, then if the jury 
was to bring back the verdict of guilt on the basis of the case 
we have here, the Supreme Court would, on the basis of 
H01Wkins v. Commionwealth set aside the verdict, and I ask 
that the Court strike the evidence. 
The Court: Have you seen that case? Are you familiar 
with iU 
Mr. Haddon: Juclg·e, I haven't read it in a long time, but 
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I am satisfied it says: "If uncontradicted, the 
page 101 } evidence which is not incredible'\ but in this 
particular case, if it meant that if two peQple 
were together and one got killed and nobody saw· it and I 
said, '' Yeah, I killed him, but he had a gun and· he tried to 
shoot me and I killed him." If the Court meant that becau-se 
a man stated a thing-I just haven't read it, but I know about· 
what it is. 
The Court: We will stop for a second and look at it. The 
Adams case is pretty close to it. 
Mr. Carwile: You see, Your Honor, the only thing in here 
is the statement introduced in evidence by officer "'\Vakefield, 
which does not contradict what the defendant testified to. 
Mr. Haddon: No, you couldn't contradict it except in-
fer~ntially. 
(Note: At this point Commonwealth's Attorney looks at 
the case referred to above.) 
Mr. Haddon: If the jury believes that no pistol was found 
there and no money found in his pockets-in the first place, 
the jury could not believe it was credible that a man could put 
a gun in another man's back and. walk him down a public 
street for six blocks in order to rob him, but if the Law is 
that if two people in a room-one is killed and the other one 
says: ''Well, he would have killed me; he had a 
page 101a ~ gun." All you would have to do if you wanted 
to kill somebody would be to get them in a room 
with you and kill them, and then say: "Well, he started after 
me with a knife or a gun,'' but-if he didn't find a knife or 
a gun and the jury didn't believe that he had had a knife or 
a gun, he would have been stuck .. _ . 
The Court: I overrule your motion, Mr. Carwile. There 
are contradictions of his statement if the jury chooses to be-
lieve it, the testimony of other witnesses, in some particulars. 
Mr. Carwile : I note an exception. 
Note: At this time· Court and counsel meet in chambers 
where the instructions, which are in written form, are con-
Ridered by the -Court, subject to the objections and exceptions, 
nfter which the Court and counsel retun1 to the courtroom. 
The Court: Bring the Jury in. 
(Jury returns to the Courtroom.) 
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page 102 ~ Note: At this stage of the trial the following 
instructions were read to the jury. Several ob-
jections and exceptions made thereto are for clarity noted at 
the end of the several instructions, although said obj,ections 
and exceptions were not made in the presence of the jury .. 
The Court": ···Gentlemen of the- jury, the Court gives you 
the following instructions : 
Note: The Court now reads the following instructions to 
the jury: 
INSTRUCTION 1. 
The Court instructs the jury that every homicide in Vir:... 
ginia is presumed, in the absence of other evidence, to be 
murder of the second degree, and in order to reduce the of-
fense to manslaug·hter, or to show justification or excuse for 
the killing, the burden is npon the accused to introduce evi-
dence sufficient to raise in the minds of the jury a reasonable 
doubt as to whether he. be guilty of murder, or of manslaugh-
ter, or of any offense at all .. 
page 103 ~ Mr. Carwile: Defendant by counsel objects to 
the giving of Instruction 1, because it does not 
specifically state the burden of p1·oof beyond a reasonable-
doubt still rests upon tI1e Commonwealth. 
INSTRUCTION 2. 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that the killing was done 
by the accused with malice., then they will find him guilty of 
murder in the second degree. 
INSTRUCTION 3. 
The Court instructs tl1e jury that if they shall find from 
the evidence that the killing was done withont malice-in tbe 
heat of passion, in a sudden brawl, on a sufficient provoca-
tion-such killing amounts to voluntary manslaughter only; 
if, however, they find that tl1e killing was done in the heat 
of passion, but on a slight and unsufficient provoe-ation, such 
killing may amount to murder in the second degree. 
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The Court instructs the jury that justifiable homicide is 
the killing of a human being in the necessary, or apparently 
necessary, defense o:f one's self or family by 
page 104 ~ force, or in defense of l1ome, property, or person, 
against one who apparently endeavors, by vio-
lence or surprise, to commit a felony on either. 
INSTRUCTION B. 
The Court instructs the jury that it is not essential to the 
right of self-defense that the danger should ill fact exist. 
· If to the defendant it reas<;mably appeared tlmt the danger 
in fact existed he had the rigbt to def end against it to the 
same extent and under the same rules, which _would obrain 
in case the danger had been real. · ~. 
The defendant may always act upon reasonable appear-
ance of danger, and whether the danger is apparent or not is 
always to be determined from the standpoint from which the 
defendant viewed it at the time he acted. 
The question for the jury in this case is not whether the 
taking of the life of the deceased might have been safely 
avoided, but whether the accused might reasonably have be-
lieved and· did believe, it necessary to shoot as he did, result-
ing· in the death of the deceased., in order to save his own 
life, or avoid serious bodily harm to himself. • 
INSTRUCTION C. 
The Court instructs the jury that if they be-
page 105 ~ lieve from the evidence in this case that the de-:-
fendant was assaulted by the deceased with such 
violence as to make it. appear to the defendant at the time 
that the deceased manifestly intended and endeavored to take 
his life or do him some gTe~it bodily harm and that the danger 
was imminent and impending, then in that case the defend-
ant was not bound to retreat, but had the right to stand his 
ground, repel force with force, and may in turn become the 
assailant, inflicting bodily wounds until his person is out 
of danger, and if need be, may· kill his adversary to save his 
own life or prevent his receiving· great bodi]y injury, and it 
is not necessary that it shall appear to the jury to have been 
necessary. 
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INSTRUCTION D. 
. . .. . - \ 
. , 
The Court instructs the jury that a reasonable douJJt in 
every ~rµninal -case is n?t a mere form to be dis!egarcled bi 
th~ juty,::but::a substantial part of the law of this land, and 
before· you can convict the· accused in this case, you must 
have an abiding· conviction in jrottr minds, based upon the 
evidence in this case that he is· guilty beyond every reasonable 
doubt. The presumption of innocence is so strong tllat if 
the case be a doubtful one, the pre~rnmption is always suf-
ficient to turn the scales in favor of the accused. · 
page 106 ~ 
The Court instructs the. jury that if they 11ave a reason-
able doubt as to the grade of off em;() of which the prisonei.· 
may be g'Uilty, that tl1ey ~hall resolve thnir doubt in his favor, 
and find him guilty of the lower grade; to illustrate; If 
they have a reasonable doubt as to whether he is guilty in 
the second degree 01· voluntary manslaughter they shoulc1 
find him guilty of· voluntary manRlaug·hter; and if they have 
a reasonable doubt as to whether he is guilty of voluntary 
manslaughter or tnvoluntary mans]angi1ter, they should finc1 
him guilty of involuntary mans1augh1:f?r; and if thoy have a 
reasonable doubt as to whet~er l1e b~ guilty at all, t.hey must 
resolve their doubt iu favor of the acctfsed mid acquit him. 
INSTRUCTION I. 
The- Court instructs the jury t11at in determtninp; the weight 
to be given the testimony of different witnesses in this case1 
the jury should consic:"!er the relation~hip of t11e witness to 
the parties, if the same is provec1; their interest, if any, in 
the result of this case; their temper, feeling or bias, if any 
has been shown; their demeanor w~ile testifying·; their ap-
parent intelligence; their inearn;"\ of information, and to give 
~uch credit to the testimony of such witnesses as under all 
the circumstances such witnesses seem to be entitled to. · 
page 107 ~ INS~~UC~ION J. 
~~e Qourt tnstrnct~ the jury that if they find tl1ere is a 
conflict in the evidence in tl1is case on auv material fact oiw 
circum·stances tending to establish tlie guilt or innocence of 
the accused, a part of which is in .favor of the theorv of the 
Commonwealth and part of which is in favor of the theory o~ 
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{he accused, and the jury should have a reasonable doubt as 
to which is true, then it is the duty of tbe jury in arriving at 
their verdict to adopt the evidence, theory and conclusion 
most favorable to tp.e accused and acquit him. 
·INSrRUCTION :X. 
The Court instructs the jury that the defendant ha.s the 
right to testify in l1is own behalf, and the jury has no' right 
to arbitrarily disregard or disbelieve his evidence in whole 
or in part merely because he is on trial charged with cdme; 
but it is the duty of the ,jury to weigh and consider bis evi· 
deuce the same as that of any othor witness, and g'ive to his 
evidence such weight and creq.it as they tJ}inR the same are 
entitled to, and to 'weigh his evidence under the same· rules 
as they weigh the evidence of other witnesses testifying in 
the case. :· ·' 
page 108 ~ J;NSTRUCTI9N L: 
The Court instructs the jury that one of four verdicts ·may 
he found under an indictment in this case if the ·evidence so 
warrants: (1) murder in ·the second deg•ree; (2) voluntary 
manslaug·hter; (3) involuntary mnnslaug:b.ter i.. ( t) not guilty. 
The Court further instructs the jury that murder in the 
8econd deg-ree is when one person killH anotlier p~rson un;. 
lawfully and maliciously, but not deliberately; that volun-
tary manslaughter is when on~ person kills another person 
unlawfully and without malice, but under ~mdden excitement 
and heat of passion; that involuntary manslaughter is the 
killing· of one accidentally, contrary to the intention of the 
parties in the prosecution of som(~ unlawful, hut not felonious 
net, or in the impropor perf orma11ce of a lawful act. 
· The Court further instructs the jury that murder in the 
second degree is punished by confinement in the penitentiary 
of this state for not less than five years nor more than twenty 
years; that voluntary manslaughter is punishable by con-
finement in the penitentiary of this state for not less than 
one nor more than five years in the discretion of the jury; 
that involuntary. manslaughter is punishable by confinement 
~n the penitentiary for not less than one, nor more than five 
years; or in the discretion of the .iury by fine not exceeding 
$1,000.00, or confinement in jail not exceeding· 
page 109 } twelve months, either or both. 
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INSTRUCTION X .. 
The character of the accused when proven, whet.her goocl 
or bad, is a fact to be considered by the jury, but its weight. 
as affecting· the guilt or innocence of the accused is ·a matter 
for the deterII1:ination··of the j"ury in conn~ction with the other 
facts proven i_n th.e · case. 
Note: Here ends the jury's instructions·. At this point 
the case was argued by counsel, ther~upon the jury retired, 
later returning th~ following verdict: · 
''We the jury find the accused guilty of second degree mur-
der and fix his punishment at 10 years in the penitentiary. 
A.H. ADAMS, ~,o·reman'' 
The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, you ar.e excused .. 
page 110 ~ l\Ir. Carwile: Your Honor, I ask the Court to 
set the ve-rdict aside· as being contrary to tlle law 
and the evidence in the case, for the following reasons: 
(1) The Commonwealth Attorney's re-fere-nce- to the- pistol 
and Iris cross examination in reference- to the- pistol aft~~r his. 
references-his later admission it was a toy p.istoL He ac-
knowledged it was a toy pistol. 
(2) B_ecause of the refusal of flie Court to grant my mo-
tion to ·strike the evidence at the EJnd of the Commonwealth's 
case. . 
(3) Because of the refusal of c(n·tain instructions asked 
by the defendant, and because of the giving of one instruc-
tion to the Commonwealth that I objected to at the time, and 
for other reasons to be assigned later. · 
I would like to have time to argue my motfon here at some 
later date. 
The Court: I will give you time for tllat and let yon have 
written up the portion of the record with referenre to the: 
statements made, but based on my recollection now, I will 
have to overmle it, but if you want to have that. 
page 111 ~ much of the record written up that corresponds 
. with vour motion there in connection with the-
Commonwealth i\ttorney's so-called admissions and Rtate-
ments and cross examination of the ac~used, I will continue 
the matter until that can be written out and see what it looks 
like. 
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The matter for arg·ument on your motion will be continued 
to October 13th at 2 :30 P. M. 
Note: On the following pages are set out REFUSED JN·-
STRUCTIONS and objections and exceptions thereto: 
page 112 ~ The Court: I nm refusing the following in-
structions, E, :F' and G, offered by the defendant, 
as being covered by other instructions. 
I am inserting Instruction "X" in lieu of Instruction M 
offered by the defendant. 
INSTRUCTION E. 
The Court instructs tl1e jury that upon the trial of this 
case, if a reasonable doubt of any fact necessary to establish 
the guilt of the accused as charged in the indictment be raised 
by the evidence or lack of evidence, such doubt is decisive 
and the jury must acquit the accused, Rince a verdict of "not 
guilty'' means no more than tl~e guilt of the accused has not, 
been established iu the precise, specific. and narrow form pre-
scribed by law. · 
INSTRUCrrION F. 
The Court instructs the jury that the indictment in this 
case does not raise the slightest presumption of guilt against 
the accused, but on the contrary he is presumed to be inno-
cent of wrong·ful acts, and that presumption continues and re-
mains with the accused throughout the trial and every stage 
thereof, and until the Commonwealth has established by clear; 
distinct and reliable evidence, and to the exclusion of all rea-
sonable doubt., every element essential to the crime charged 
· against the accused; and failing in such proof, 
page 113 ~ or if upon the completion of the testimony a rea-
sonable doubt as to the necessity of the killing 
exists, it would be your duty to acquit. 
INSTRUCTION G. 
The Court instructs the jury that if any juror after con-
sidering· all of the evidence and circumstances in thiR case 
entertains a reasonable doubt as to the guilt of the accused 
of the offense with which he is charged, it is his duty not 
to surrender his convictions merely because the other jurors 
may be of a different opinion. 
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INSTRUCTION M. 
The Court instructs tlie jury that evidence of good char-
acter should be closely scrutinized by the jury, and, when 
taken in connection with all the surrounding facts ancl cir-
cumstances of the case, may, if the case is one of reasonable 
doubt, turn the scales in favor of the accused. 
Mr. Carwile: Defendant by counsel excepts to the ruling 
of the Court in refusing· Instrurtion "E" because it defines 
reasonable doubt, which is not defined in any other instruc-
tion. 
I note exception to the Court's refnsal to give Instruction 
"F", which states the law in reference to an in-
page 114 ~ dictment in raising any ,presumption of guilt and 
there is nothing in any of the other instmctions 
with reference to the indictment charge itself. 
I note exception- to the Court's refusal to grant. Instruc-
tion "G" because Instruction ''G" is not the one that in-
vites a hung jury, but is a proper instruction. 
I note exception to the Court's refusal to give Instruction 
"M" because the Supreme Court has recently held that evi-
dence of good character is sufficient in itself if the case is 
one of reasonable doubt to turn the scales in favor of the 
accused. The snbstitutce instruction :,x,, does not make 
this point plain. 
r•age 115 ~ (Final argument of Commomvealth 's Attorney.) 
'~If Your Honor please, and you gentlemen of the jury, I mu 
used to this. I have gotten hardened to it, and so long as coun-
sel criticizes me and doesn't make statements that I didn't 
make, then it's all right. I am not worried about the ridi-
cule. 
There is a :fish they call a scuttle-fish, I believe-I tl1ink its 
name is scuttle-fish-I am not much of a fisherman, but he is 
one of these fellows that gets on the bottom with a dozen legs 
and stirs up tne mud. And that is nothing on earth but what 
my friend has tried to do before you gentlemen of the jury, 
stir up the mud. I don't know, but I thought I was being tried. 
, If anybody had c~m1e into the courtroom and heard this argu-
ment of his they would have thought the Commonwealth's 
Attorney was being tried instead of him. 
· If he had spent more time answering what Mr. Dervishian 
·said-he said he was going to answer those points, but he 
never did do it-he took up all of his time criticizing me, and 
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various other tl1ings, and on an issue which, I agree with him 
uow, if when you gentlemen of the jury go to the jury room 
and you believe this cock-and-bull story that the accused told 
here, that somebody took him on a street in the 
page 116 r City of Richmond and put a gun in his back and 
made him hold his l1ands up· in the air and walked 
him down the street six blocks into his house and then he 
was killed, if you gentlemen of the jury believe that, then I 
wouldn't ask you to go any further. It's no question of self-
defense, but if you think that cock-and-bull story is true, then 
I will say whether tl1e law justifies it or not, if I was on the 
jury, I would acquit. But the law has answered exactly that 
ease that is here this afternoon. It says-I tell you gentlemen 
of the jury, if you don't convict when two people are by them-
selves and one is murdered, then you never will convict a 
murderer and that will be one reason I am asking you gentle-
men-I am not asking you, it isn't what I ask you--I don't 
·care what I think about it nor what he thinks about it-after 
all, you arc the gentlemen who have got to determine this 
case, so it doesn't make any difference what either of us think 
about it. I am not asking you to convict anybody on evidence 
where two people are in a room together and one gets killed 
if it is credible evidence. The law says you can't if it is credi-
ble evidence, lmt if they come· in with evidence that is in-
crcdibl~ and you don't believe-His Honor has told you where 
a person is killed with a deadly weapon in the absence of some 
explanation of it, it is presumed to be murder in the second 
degree. 
Now, that's us. If it wasn't for the law-that is 
page 117 r exactly what my friend would have you to think 
I would ask you to do, would be what would hap-
p·cn if you and I were alone together and it would he just a 
fine thing for me to get mad and invite you into my room and 
shoot you, then come out and say '' I shot him. He had a pistol 
and I shot him because he was trying to shoot me''. If the 
Commonweatlh was bound by any such evidence as that, then 
nobody's life would be safe if somebody got mad at them, but 
the ]aw is if I kill you with a deadly weapon, unlesR you give 
a reasonable explanation-unless I give a reasonable expla-
nation-unless I give a reasonable explanation of why I killed 
you, it is presumed to be murder in the second degree. 
And that's exactly what happened here today in this case. 
There is no question about the facts that this man was killed 
not with one gun,. but with two guns, and when that was proven 
the burden was upon him to come in and raise a reasonable 
doubt as to whether it was maliciously done if the assumption 
I ,' 
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is it is murder in the second degree. And when the Common-
wealth finished its case and it had of stopped there His Honor 
would have instructed you that if it was a deadly weapon it 
was presume~.i t.Q be murder in the second degree .. 
:. ~ ,., 
Mr. Carwile!:..· :Yo~r· Houor, I object to that line of argument 
because there is nothing in any of the instructions to that effect 
. about deadly weapo1i and he is telling the jury 
page 118 ~ about what you would have instructed the jury, so 
I think it is absolutely unfair to the accused to 
say what the Court would have instructed when it didn't in-
struct. 
Mr. Haddon: Well, let's see now. I may have goue further-
than the instruction. 
Mr. Carwile: I know you did and I am objecting to it_. 
Mr .. Haddon: Well, that's all right. I am glad you ob-
jected to it if that isn't the instruction. We will see what 
the instruction is. ( Heading instruction.) 
'' The Court instructs the jury that every homicide'' and I 
said with a deadly weapon. I got that mixed up with the 
question of malice. '' Every homicide in Virginia is presumedi 
in the absence of other evidence, to be murder of the seconcl 
degree,'' and that means, gentlemen, that in order to reduce 
it to manslaughter and show justification or excuse for the 
killing, the burden is upon the accused to intl'ocluce evidence. 
sufficient to raise in the minds of a jury a reasonable doubt 
as to whether he is guilty of murder or of manslaughter, or 
of any offence at all. 
And I repeat what I said about the deadly weapou; that his. 
Honor's instructions to you gentlemen is that when the Com-
monwealth proves that a man has been killed ancl 
page 119 ~ he killed him, it is presumed to be murder in the 
second degree, and the burden is upon him to 
raise a doubt to reduce it, and I don't mean he can come in 
and tell a cock-and-bull story.. If you don't believe the state-
ments he made about being held up on 2nd street and being 
walked down 2nd street with a gun in his back, if you don't 
believe that statement, then he has given no explanation why 
he killed him, and under the Court's instructions he is pre-
sumed to be gulty of murder in the second degree. 
Now, let's sec-and I repeat, if you gentlemen of the jury 
believe that he is telling the truth about this man holding a gun 
in his back and walking down the street into his house, if you 
believe that, I wouldn't ask you to convict him. Whether 
technically he shot too quick or whether technically he didn't,. 
it would be foolish for me to stand here as Commonwealth's 
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Attorney and argue a mere technicality to try and get a man 
coI}.victed when I know that the man only did what you or I, 
or anybody else would have done. 
Now, let's see. I said it is a cock-and-bull story. And. in 
every shred of circumstance the Commonwealth showed it 
is not a credible story. Now, here is a man-he has just 
gone one hour out the way and I can't blame him for that 
because that is one of. the strong things in this case-he said 
in his confession that he left at 2 o'clock and the 
page 120 ~ man picked him up a few minutes after and it took 
him about 15 minutes to go home. That is in ]1is 
confession-at 2 o'clock; aud the evidence was it was about 
2 :45 when he left the club and it took him about 15 minutes to 
get home, which would be 3 o'clock. Now, what was he doing 
between 3 and 5 o'clock when the officer said he got the call, 
or about 6 o'clock when the witness said he woke him up Hhoot-
ing. What was he doing between that time? That is his testi-
mony. 
Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, I object to that because of this-
he is telling the jury that the boy heard the shooting at 6 
o'clock and the officer got the call about the shooting before 
5 o'clock. 
Mr. Haddon: I am telling what the witness testified. 
. . 
He said he heard the shooting and got right up and it was 
about 6 o'clock. I think he was mistaken. I think it was about 
5 o'clock when the officer said he got the call, but he said he 
walked from there to this funeral home, which is about three 
blocks, and called the police. You gentlemen know how quickly 
the police answer calls. Assuming what he said· was true, 
what was he doing between-if he got home about 3 o'clock 
and the shot this man said was about 6 o'clock-but we wiU 
. say it was around 5 o'clock-what was he doing 
page 121 ~ in that period of two hours? That's a circum-
. stance you gentlemen have a right to take into 
consideration that his whole statement is a fabrication. 
I'm not saying it couldn't happen, but it is almost unbe-
lievable that a man woulcl be fool enough to go to a man on 
2nd street-it may be <lark out there on Sunday night, may 
be dark any night-but for a man to be fool enough to get' 
another one on 2nd street on the 600 block and walk him down 
after he has held him np and taken seven dollars, not know-
ing the man, never saw him before, so he claims, not know-
ing wh.at sort of a house he was going into or who was living 
there, and it developed there were two people, one upstairH 
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and one downstairs, do you think a man would be so senseless 
or foolish after taking seven dollars from another man . on 
2nd street in the City of Richmond, to march him down six 
blocks with his hands up in the ai1~-not knowing who he 
would run upon, whether he would run on a policeman or 
somebody, with his hands up in the air and walking along 
down behind him with a pistol in his back¥ It could be true, 
but certainly it is almost incredible that he held him up. He 
said he didn't know him, knew nothing about him. ·why 
didn't he take the seven dollars and go on t He wouldn't 
have walked like a fool down on 2d street with a fellow ahead 
of him with his hands up in the air not knowing how much 
money he was going to get when he got to his 
page 122 ~ house, and not knowing who was in the house or 
ho.w many people were there. It is just incredible. 
And let's see if that isn't borne out-and I want you gen-
tlemen to understand in deciding this- ease, and I know you 
will-I wouldn't have you for the world and I know you 
wouldn't take a man's liberty just because I was talking to 
you, unless you believed the evidence justified it. I am bring-
ing to you the evidence in this case and then the responsi-
bility is yours, and I know you will assume it a11<l act on it as 
you gentlemen of the jury under oath take your oath to do. 
Now, what did he say 1 He said he got seven dollars, he 
got seven dollars from him; he had a pistol ; he had a pistol; 
and yet, when the officer got there and when the coroner 
got there he had 110 money and he had no gun. These officers 
testified and he didn't say anything in his admission about 
sun-glasses. We heard nothing about the sun-glasses until 
he testified today. Of course, he could have had a hat. They 
weren't particularly looking for a dead man's hat. He could 
have had sun-glasses. I don't know whether he had them or 
whether he didn't, but when he told them the other man had a 
pistol the coroner and the officers immediately started to 
Illl(~ that pistol so they could corroborate in what he said if it 
was a fact. 
And do you. gentlemen of the jury believe that this boy 
Jack Young was telling the truth that he found a 
page 123 ~ toy pistol after the place had been searched with 
flashlights by four or five different people, who are 
experienced, and I expect the accused if he had had it would 
have been looking for it. 
Now, they brought Jack Young here. I hardly ever criticize 
witnesses, but if old Aunanias had come into the courtroom 
when Jack Young was on the stand and heard him telling 
about finding a gun under a table where the table had never 
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sat, about :finding a gun after all the officers had left there, he 
would have turned green with envy. And that'R another cir· 
cumstance that you gentlemen of the jury have a right to take 
into consideration. If you believe Jack Young came in here 
and deliberately told a falsehood and the accused put him on 
the stand to testify knowing he was telling a falsehood, that 
is a circumstance that you gentlemen have a right to take into 
consideration. If this man in killing this other one had had 
a reasonable excuse for it he would have told the excuse rather 
than try to fabricate and try to falsify about a thing that 
never happened. His own evidence was that the table was 
out in the floor and it ordinarily sat against the wall. You 
would have to believe it was on the floor and the officers didn't , 
find it, this popgun, toy pistol, or whether yon call it. Do 
you believe that is true? It isn't a question of a mistake. 
I can understand how a man may be mistaken, may be honestly 
mistaken, but here is a man that lives in the house 
page 124 ~ with him-he conceded the idea if I find the gun 
now and give it to the officer that will answer it, 
hut you would have to believe- they were making a casual in-
vestigation-They were looking for a guu and with flashlights, 
as they said, and they moved every piece of furniture. Now, 
do you think that pistol would have been on the floor and they 
would have moved a piece of furniture and put it on the pistol 
and left it there without seeing the pistol? That is what you 
would have to believe if you believed that Jack Young was 
telling the truth. And if the accused comeR in here and tries 
to falsify, or has somebody else to tell a falsehood, then I 
submit it would certainly affect his credibility. 
Now then, he didn't find any gun-he didu 't find any gun 
and he didn't find any money. If he had just taken this money 
on 2nd street, what happened to iU Nobody ·was there but 
Jack Young and Jack Young didn't say he got the money. 
He didn't say he found a pistol until there had been a com-
plete search and the coroner and the officer said positively 
there was no money or weapon. Now, if lie had taken seven 
dollars and followed him down the street with it with his hands 
in the air and a pistol behind him to get more money, he cer:. 
tainly wouldn't have. disposed of the seven flollars that this 
man claims he had already taken from him. · 
The whole thing is a cock-and-bull story. I don't know what 
· happened there. You gentlemen of the jury ~on 't 
page 125 ~ know what happened there, but I know the law 
is this : If you kill another person and you don't 
give a jury some reasonable explanation of it that they be-
lieve, then you are guilty of second degree murder; other-
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wise, I say, murderers would just simply go free. Common-
wealth couldn't prove it-anything-nothing-and if he ha<l: 
given a :plausible story, he said he was at the night club,. 
I don't 'kn<>~ .whether he was or not, but if he had given a 
credible ··story-he hasn't produced anybody to substantiate: 
that he wa~ ·at the night club-but if he had given a credible 
story and things had been found to corroborate it, bear hin1 
out, then I would say you would be bound by it, but when he 
gives an incredible story to begin with and every circumstance-
in the case is contrary to what he said the story was, you have 
a right to disregard it. .And when you disregard it, you have · 
a right to say-well, it is presumed to be murder in the seconcl 
degree and he hasn't reduced it or raised any doubt iu our 
minds. 
Now, there is another thing. My friend ~aid I made a merci-
less cross examination and the controversy came in about 
the toy pistol. I said this-here is another thing-of course, 
that is a circumstance, but if he had gone there with a pistol 
that would shoot he certainly wouldn't have stood up there 
and continued to hold it toward this man and let him shoot 
him to death. He shot at him four times with a 
page 126 ~ pistol and once with a gun. So I say it is not 
reasonable to suppose if he was mean enough to 
hold the man up and march him down the street on a public 
street and then try to rob him in his home, he would have been 
mean enough if it had been a· good pistol before he had shot at 
him more than once he would have shot back, and if it had 
been a toy pistol he certainly wouldn't have been trying to 
bluff a man with a toy pistol after he had been shot at witl:n 
a good pistol. His whole idea would have heen to get away. 
Not as this man said, after he shot him he still come to him 
If you have got something that you can at least Rave your life 
with a toy pistol in his hand and let him blow a hole throug·h 
him with a shotgun. That's contrary to all human nature~ 
you use it, and if you have got something that you know yon 
can't save your life by using it, you try to get away. You 
<lon't just keep going in and let somebody kill you . 
..And I submit, gentlemen of the jury, and I repeat-if you 
gentlemen of the jury believe this story that he has told vou 
about being held up and marched home and then the shoot-
ing was dQne after he was marched home, then I sav acquit 
him. And if you do not believe that story, then, he hasn't told 
you anything that would give him au excuse for shooting this 
man in the back twice and shooting at him again with two 
more bullets and then blowing a hole through him with a shot-
gun. 
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page 12i ~ Mr. Carwile: Your Honor, I object to that Jast 
statement as being a misstatement of the law. The 
law is not whether they believe his story, but whether they 
have a reasonable doubt as to whether the story is true 01· not. 
lvfr. Haddon: A rea~onable doubt-that's right. I have 
stated that so many times. If it raises a reasonable doubt-
we will agree to that. 
But if he has got to reduce it, I say if you don't believe it, 
it couldn't raise any reasonable doubt. And if you don't 
believe it, don't believe that story, I still repeat that he hasn't 
done anything to overcome that which the law puts upon him. 
If you kill somebody you give an explanation for it. If you 
don't, then you have got to stand the consequences. And it is 
a wise law. It's a sane law. It is a law that ought to be. 
Now, he talked about liberty. Yes, liberty is a sacred thing. 
There isn't any question about that. No man ought to be 
eonvicted unless you belie-ve beyond a reasonable doubt he is 
guilty. On the other band, sympathy-and that shouldn't 
enter into it. A man's life has been taken. Something has 
been taken from him that nobody else can give him. He might 
have been bad or he might have been good. Cer-
page 128 ~ tainly no evidence except one man said-some-
body 's wife-somebody said he started to shoot 
him. I don't kno,v why. He may have been justified in it so-
far as that is concerned, but there is certainly no evidence 
here that he was terribly bad. But whether he was good or 
bad, bis life was just as sacred and sweet to him as yours 
and mine. He had juts as much right to live as you and I, 
unless he did something for somebody to take it from him, 
and unless you gentlemen of the jury believe in this case that 
he has given a reasonable explanation for taking this man's 
life, then you ought to bring in a verdict of guilty. Of course, 
you can bring in a verdict of guilty of second degree, man- . 
slaughter, or as His Honor has instructed you, and I respect-
fully submit it to yo.u gentlemen. 
page 129 ~ I, ,John L. Ingram, Judge of the Hustings Court 
of the City of Richmond, 1Virginia, who presided 
over the trial of the case of Commonwealth v. David Ran-
dolph, in said Court at Riehmond, Virginia, on September 23, 
1948, do certify that the foregoing is a true and correct tran-
script of all the testimony and evidence introduced on be-
half of the prosecution ancl the defendant, together with the 
oh5ections made and exceptions taken thereto by the respec-
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tive parties therein set forth; and the instructions granted 
and refused and the objections to the rulings thereon; and all 
other incidents of the trial of said case, including all rulings 
of the Court and the objections and exceptions thereto with 
the grounds assigned, and the closing argument of the Com-
monwealth's Attorney. . 
I further certify that this certificate has been tendered to 
and signed by me within the time prescribed by the Code 
Section 6252 for tendering and signing bills of exceptions and 
that reasonable notice in writing has been given to the Com-
monwealth's Attorney, the opposite party, of the time and 
place at which said certificate would be tendered. 
:... 
Given under my hand this 17th day of November, 1948. 
JNO. L. INGRAM, 
Judge of the Hustings Court of the City of 
Richmond, Virginia. 
A copy, Teste : 
L. A. SCHUMANN, 
Deputy Clerk. 
page 130 ~ I, L. A. Schumann, Deputy Clerk of the Hustings 
Court of the City of Richmond, Virginia, do here-
by certify that the foregoing, page 1 through 128, is a true 
and correct transcript of the record in the case of Common-
wealth v. David Randolph lately determined in said Court; 
and I do further certify that counsel of record for the Com-
monwealth of Virginia had due notice of the intention of coun-
sel for the defendant to apply for said transcript before the 
s~me was made up and delivered. 
Given under my hand this 17th day of November, 1948. 
L. A. SCHUMANN, 
Deputy Clerk of Hustings Court of the City 
of Richmond, Virginia. 
page 131 ~ I, L. A. Schumann, Deputy Clerk of the Hust-
ings Court of the City of Richmond, Virginia, do 
hereby certify that the foregoing transcript of the testimonv 
and other incidents of the trial of the case of Commori-
wealth v. David Randolph was filed with me as Clerk of said 
Court on the 17th day of November, 1948. 
L. A.. SCHUMANN, 
A Copy-Teste: 
Deputy Clerk. 
1\1. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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